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Introduction 

Welcome! The Oregon Grotto and northwestern members of the National Speleological Society and the 
friendly people of KI ickitat and Skamania Counties of Washington are del ighted to have you as our guests 
at this first NSS convention ever held in the Pacific Northwest. 

From a speleological standpoint, the lesser nickname of the state of Washington, "The Land of Contrasts" , 
is more appl icable than the commoner "Evergreen State". This is a land of remarkable variety of caves 
as in many other ways. Moreover, Washington is only a comparatively small part of the Pacific Northwest. 
Much, perhaps all of Oregon is included, and large areas of Idaho and British Columbia lying westofthe 
Rocky Mountains and north of the Great Basin. Each adds variety in geomorphology, stratigraphy, geo

graphy and speleology. Here for you to enjoy are outstanding examples of limestone solution caves, lava 
tube caverns, littoral (sea) caves, glacier caves and their strange geothermal variant termed steam caves, 
talus caves, fissure caves, piping caves, travertine caves, and vent caves. Not all of these are close to 
Convention headquarters, for this is a region which on the eastern seaboard would extend from Maine to 
Mammoth Cave and the Carolinas. Yet by careful planning, the average convention-goer will be able to 
visit a remarkable variety of caves in a surprisingly short time. 

LAND OWNERSHIP AND CONSERVATION 

Not surprisingly, ownership of the caves varies almost as much as do the caves themselves. Some are 
owned by persons living atop them who are properly proud of their caves, others by absentee landlords, 
some of whom couldn't care less. In the Convention caving areas, most are owned by logging firms, by 
the state of Washington or by the United States Government. Administering the state lands is the Depart
ment of Natural Resources; the federal lands, the U.S.Forest Service. 

In other areas of federal land, the National Park Service and the Bureau of Land Management are the 
administering agencies. NSS members enjoy an excellent reputation with individual, corporate and gov
ernmental owners and administrators throughout the Pacific Northwest (we've worked darn hard at it) and 
over the years they have come to consider us their friends despite the way we inevitably look and smell 
while in the field. We hope feverently that you who are here as our guests - and theirs - will raise even 
higher the Pacific Northwest's esteem of members of the NSS. 
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SPELEOLOGICAL PROVINCES OF THE PACIFIC NORTHWEST 

The Pacific Northwest subdivides into several 
more or less distinct speleological provinces: 

1.� Cascade Mountains. 

2.� Columbia Basin of Washington and Oregon. 

3.� Tri-state highlands of Idaho, Oregon and Washington,� 
including the Blue Mountains.� 

4 ..� High lava plains of central Oregon. 

5.� Snake River plains of central Idaho. 

6.� Willamette - Puget lowlands. 

7.� Coastal ranges and plain. 

8.� Vancouver Island and smaller adjacent islands. 

9.� Okanogan highlands of northeast Washington� 
and nearby British Columbia.� 
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THE CASCADE MOUNTAINS 

The 1972 Convention headquarters is on the east Flank of the Cascade Mountains, which range south from 

British Columbia's Fraser River into California. South of Interstate 90, the Cascade Range is almost 

entirely composed of igneous rocks. Its complex geological history includes unusually recent speleo

genesis: speleol iferous basalt flows in the Convention area, the Mt .Shasta and Lava Beds National Mon

ument areas of California and sorne Oregon locales, notably near Santiarrl and McKenzie passes. The 

Cascade Mountains also contain vent caves in Lava Beds National Monument (Fleener Chimneys), in 

Central Oregon (Santiam Pit and others)(1) and perhaps near Wind River, Washington. Most of the glacier 

caves are just becoming known; the Paradise Ice Caves of Mount Rainier were the site of recent pioneer 
studies from which an entire new subdiscipl ine is rapidly evolving(2). The Summit Steam Caves of 

Mount Rainier are extensive geothermal caves at an elevation of about 14,000 feet; no pre- or post- con

vention trips are scheduled there because of the need of special altitude conditioning for productive 
effort at this altitude (3) • Unusually extensive talus caves have been studied on Chuckanut Mountain, 

above the highly scenic Chuckanut Drive south of Bell ingham, Wash., and networks of cavernous fissures 

as mU)h as 95 feet deep ("Wiggins' Pits") are found near Quartz Creek, northwest of the convention 
area (4 • 

North of Interstate 5 (at Snoqualmie Pass), the structure of the Cascade Range is even more complex. 

Comparatively small deposits of limestone are scattered widely amid metamorphosed sedimentary and 
igneous rocks(5,6). Almost all significant known limestone caves are clustered on Cave Ridge, some 

2000 feet above Snoqualmie Pass where there are at least 15 caves in a small high elevation pod of 

limestone heavily intruded by iron-rich rna.terials. Most are small but one reaches a depth of about 500 
feet. Only one important cave (Cascade Cave) has been discovered here since publication of Caves of 

Washington (7) * ; conventioneers wishing to visit these caves should consult that reference 

and arrange for a guide; the caves are so difficult to find that unguided visitors often have failed to find 

them. Several are gated. While part of the terrain is so rugged that nearly 20 years' investigations have 

not checked it all, the trip to the cave area itsel f is a pleasant alpine hike. 

Alpine karst is even better developed farther north in the Cascade Range, perhaps reaching its local 
cl imax just south of Mount Baker where the Cascade Grotto has Formally proposed that the U.S •Forest 
Service dedicate a Dock Butte-Washington Monument Geological Area (8) • Another outstanding example 

is along the Canadian border north of Canyon Creek and near Twin Lakes. Several known limestone de

posits are not mentioned in the basic references mentioned above and cave hunters are badly needed 
here. 

THE COLUMBIA BASIN 

Just east of the Convention site, the Columbia Basin of central Washington was created by vast outpour

ings of Miocene basalts. If any lava tube caves have survived here, they have not been located to date. 

South of the Co lurnbi a River in Oregon is another volcanic region (terrned by some the Deschutes
Umatilla Plateau) conveniently considered as part of the Columbia Basin. This area contains few caves, 

but those which are present are strange indeed: casts (in pillow lava) of trees, a rhinoceros and other 

objects; talus glac,eres and the I ike. Most so-called caves in this area, however, are actually mere 
rockshelters; the Marmes rockshelter (now submerged by the Corps of Engineers) is a famous and 
fairly typical exnrnpte , 

THE TR I-STATE HIGHLANDS 

The pre-Convention field trips are scheduled in a roughly demarcated, wedge-shaped mountainous area 

which can conveniently be termed "The Tri-State Hlqhlands ;" It includes a long but comparatively narrow 

strip of central idaho north of the Snake River plains and west of the Rocky Mountains. It also includes 

the Blue Mountains and a large part of adjacent Oregon, gradually tapering to a point a few miles north

east of Bend, plus the southeastern corner of VVashington. Small to extensive I imestone deposits are 

scattered throughout this area, especially in the eastern portion. Several are known to be speleoliferous; 
some others are so remote that they have never been invest igated .. 

* This and many other publications "viii be on sale at the Convention. 
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The pre-Convention trips will be in two locations here. One is the Big Bar limestone area straddling the 

Oregon-Idaho boundary in the depths of Hells Canyon; the other, McLinery Ridge west of Riggins, Idaho. 

A celebrated piping cave, Officer's Cave, is located in the scenic John Day country about 2 miles east 

of Oregon state highway 19(9). The" Ice Cave" shown on some road maps near Elgin is compoaed of 

large blocks of talus (10). 

A particularly accessible, photogenic travertine cave is located behind a small waterfall low on the east 

wall of the Salmon River gorge just south of the town of Lucile, Idaho. The trail to Lucile Cave begins at 

some shacks often frequented by large, excitable dogs. Special courtesies in requesting permission are 

recommended. 

THE HIGH LAVA PLAINS 

The Hiqh Lava Plains of east central Oregon are noted for major tube-containing Flows near Bend and Red
mond (11,12). Others in remoter areas include historic Malheur Cave near Oregon State Highway 78, and 

the BLM ("Baker") Cave System south of Saddle Butte in Malheur County, originally publicised as contain 
ing a cave 40 miles long - which it does if one defines a "cave mile" as 100 Feet underground (13). Near 

Bend, Arnold Ice Cave (a short, vertical segment of lava tube with a wooden stairway) and Skeleton Cave 
(a small but pleasant 3000-foot lava tube cave with a confluent side passage) are readily visited by cave

baggers; nearby Wind Cave contains a succession of huge mounds of breakdown, primarily of value for 
body conditioning. The extent of progress of Northwest speleology since 1957 can be judged by the realiza
tion that these were selected for the First Cascade Grotto Field trip in April of that year because no size
able cave was then known closer to Seattle. Lavacicle (Plot Butte) Cave is gated and advance permis
sion to enter must be obtained from the U.S.Forest Service oFfice in Bend, Oregon. Crack-in-the-Ground 
and some other cavernous Fissures are located in Lake and Harney counties (14,15). Fort Rock (Cow or 

Memkenmeier) Cave is a rockshelter of archeological, not speleological importance. The intriguing road 
map place name "Hole in the Ground" is a maar or explosion crater, not a cave (16). 

SNAKE RIVER PLAINS 

The Snake River plains arc east-west From the Oregon-Idaho boundary to Yellowstone National Park. 
Especially the eastern part of these plains belong to the Intermountain West rather than to the Pacific 
Northwest. However so many convention-goers will pass through this cave-rich area that it should not be 
omitted here. Included is an upland along and east of the Oregon-Idaho border south of the plains proper; 

it contains some limestone but appears to be speleologically unimportant. 

Significant lava tube caves and systems are scattered From a point near Boise. almost to the west entrance 

to Yellowstone National Park. Most are described in Caves of the Gem State (17)and Introduction to Idaho 

Caves and Caving (18). Despite widespread publ icity on caves of Craters of the Moon National Monument, 

only one of these (Arco Tunnel) is extensive. Commercialized Shoshone Ice Cave is well worth a visit 

but not as spectacular as Crystal Ice Caves, located in the Great Rift near American Falls. This is an 
extraordinary fissure of notable and sti II uncertain depth; it contains several cavernous sections. A 
lesser fissure cave is easi Iy visited near Cleft on Interstate 80N. Crystal P it in Craters of the Moon Nat
ional Monument is a notable vent cave containing unusual gypsum speleothems. Special advancewritten 
permission of the Superintendent of the National Monument is necessary to descend. 

WILLAMETTE - PUGET LOWLANDS 

The Puget Sound area of Washington and the Willamette Valley of Oregon are the population centers of 

these states but are almost lacking in caves. A Few small littoral and talus caverns are present and a 
lava tube cave revealed by corings is said to extend under part of Portland in a Quaternary flow but mod

ern cavers have not been able to locate an ingress. The largest of the littoral caves are near Anacortes, 
Washington but boats and scuba gear are essential For their exploration. 
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COASTAL RANGES 

The coastal ranges of the Pacific Northwest include the Olympic Mountains and Willapa Hills of Wash

ington, the Coast Range of British Columbia and the Klamath and Coast ranges of Oregon. Of these, 

the Klamath Range, which contains Oregon Cave, is the most renowned speleologically. This range, 
however, is primarily a California feature and except for Oregon Cave, most of its important caves are 

in that state. Oregon Cave is the longest I imestone cave known in the Pacific Northwest, with about 
11,500 feet mapped(19). It is the leading feature of the national monument of the same name, and virtu

ally all of the major parts of the cave except a steep, rugged area at the south end can be seen on the 
tours (20). Early descriptions mention widespread beautiful speleothems, but local explorers destroyed 

most of its beauty before Oregon Caves National Monument was established. Limestone is scant else
where in the Oregon portion of the Klamath Mountains. Several other solutional caverns are known south 
of Grants Pass but the only other extensive one (Marble Mountain Cave) was bulldozed shut during 

quarry ing operat ions some years ago. 

The speleological potential of the Coast Range of British Columbia is unclear. Numerous Quaternary 
volcanics are present and lava tube caves are known to exist on the Nass River and near the Helm Glac

ier; in the latter location, glacier caves and unscouted alpine karst are also known to occur and this may 
be the site of a post-Convention backpacking trip. Vast expanses of this range are roadless. 

In the coastal ranges of Washington and elsewhere in Oregon, little limestone and no Quaternary basalt 
flows are known. Major littoral caves, however, are found sporadically along the Pacific Coast and as 
far east on the Strait of Juan de Fuca as Crescent and Agate Beaches. Commercial ized Sea Lion Caves 
south of Florence, Oregon, is a particularly celebrated example. Olympic beach hikers will enjoy small 
littoral caves. Extensive glacier caves are believed to exist in the Blue Glacier and perhaps elsewhere 
in the Olympic Mountains but have not yet been investigated. 

VANCOUVER ISLAND AND ADJACENT ISLANDS 

The San Juan Islands of Washington, British Columbia's Vancouver ISland and nearby smaller islands 
form a distinct cave area. Probably because of their small catchment areas, comparatively small rain
fall and the short time since deglaciation and emergence above sea level, no I imestone cave over 100 
feet long has been found in the San Juan Islands despite the presence of large I imestone deposits. The 
smaller Canadian islands adjacent to Vancouver Island are much the same (21) • 

Some 400 miles long, Vancouver Island has far greater rainfall, a more favorable geomorphic history and 
extensive areas of I imestone. Many of the latter are only now becoming accessible to speleological 
study. Speleology here is scarcely a decade old (22, 23); Victoria is the center of Vancouver Island activ

ity to date. Several small caves are known in its outskirts but the I imestones at that end of the island 
are comparatively scant and widely dispersed amid volcanics. Extensive outcrops are increasingly en
countered northward on the Pacific (southwest) side of the island. The closest major cave areas to 
Victoria are in the vicinity of Cowichan Lake. Although none of the caves here is especially large or deep, 
a particularly pleasant evergreen Forest karst can be visited (with advance permission) near the head
waters of the Gordon River. Here small vertical caves lead downward from a ridgetop flat which is prob
ably the rernnant of an old erosion surFace. Swallet and fossil caves open amid sinkhole-studded slopes 
above a hanging valley, with resurgence caves at the level of the floor of the hanging valley and also at 
the present base level hundreds of Feet lower. Farther north in the Alberni-Horne Lake area are larger and 
more complex caves. Euclataw Cave has received recent publicity because of its notable speleothems. 
This and other photogenic caves of the area are securely gated and advance arrangements must be made 
to visit them. The largest cave presently known on the island, Cascade Cave, is in this area; it is par
ticularly wet, cold and challenging. The Vancouver Island Cave Exploration Group (VICEG) named this 
cave for the Cascade Grotto of the NSS in an outstanding example of international amity. Sti II larger 
limestone deposits farther north are much more difficult to reach but the potential appears great. Most 
roads in these areas are private and special permission is required. VICEG should be contacted For infor
mation and assistance. 
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OKANOGAN HIGHLANDS 

Although perhaps better known For the presence of the Colville bathol ith, the Okanogan country of north
central Washington and southern British Columbia contains much limestone (24) • Few caves are known 

here, however. With a slope length of about 1,050 feet, Gardner Cave in Crawford State Park is the long

est. Albright Cave in a ridgetop near Conconully, Wash., is the only other major I imestone cave in the 
area and is much smaller and largely of biological interest. Cody's Cave, Nakimu Cave, and other 

large British Columbia caves farther north are actually in the Rocky Mountain Province and thus are not 
included here. McLaughlin Canyon Caves southeast of Tonasket, Wash., are an unusually interesting and 

extensive series of fissure caves; visitors should carry snakebite kits. 

PRE-CONVENTION FIELD TR IPS 

As already mentioned, the pre-Convention field trips are planned in calcareous portions of the Tri-State 

Highlands, near and in Hells Canyon south of the common corner of Idaho, Oregon and Washington. Ac
cording to Ross (18), the I imestones of both areas are members of the Martin Bridge Formation of Triassic 

age; lithologically they differ considerably. The Big Bar limestone is a thick-bedded to massive uniform 
grey crystalline limestone while that of McLinery Ridge (which contains Papoose Cave) is a phyllonitic 

calcite marble (25) containing aggregates of insoluble material which protrude prominently from the cave 

walls. Both have thicknesses measured in thousands of feet. 

At Papoose Cave, the limestone is thickbedded to massive. It dips about 30 degrees east-southeast to 
east. The cave is basically a piracy complex conducting water down dip from Papoose Creek (which here 
runs east, then northeast) to the water table at the terminal siphon and presumably onward, down dip, to 
the vicinity of a major thrust fault nearby, thence laterally (south) to a resurgence in the bed of Shingle 

Creek on the south side of McClinery Ridge about I 1/2 miles southeast of the cave entrance and about 
2000 feet lower. Some noncalcareous material is exposed near the terminal siphon, however, and the 
local hydrology may be more complex than recognized to date. Most of the main passages of the cave 
are incl ined less steeply than the regional dip but vertical pitches up to 65 Feet long compensate at least 
partially. The cave has features of a partially integrated phreatic system with superimposed vadose can
yons which Huppert (25) correlates with periglacial runoFf. Along the trail to the cave is a small solution 

cave (Bear Cave) and a large rockshelter ("Dung-ho Cave"); other small caves have been found in prom
inent escarpments and slopes north of Papoose Creek. The south side of the ridge has not been ade
quately investigated to date. Several thousand feet of passages have been explored; the highest point of 
the upper entrance is about 900 Feet above the terminal siphon. As of May 1972, virgin passage is still 
being discovered. The cave was first investigated by the U.S.Forest Service personnel 10 years ago after 
an inval id mining claim was filed in 1960, terming the cave "The Seven Devils Cavern Mine"; it was re
ported to the Western Speleological Survey and the Cascade Grotto within two months and the latter begcn 

speleological investigations in 1965. The first descent to the bottom was by Jim Chester (Shining Moun
tains Grotto), Don Dilley (Cascade Grotto) and Stan Moulton (Salt Lake Grotto) about a year later. 

In the Big Bar area, straddling a Snake River reservoir north of Homestead, Oregon, the stratigraphy is 
much more complex .. That part of the I imestone not covered by the reservoir crops out on both sides of 
the canyon and is also exposed in both walls of Allison Creek and other side canyons. The most conspicu
ous single outcrop is liThe Flatiron", a steep-walled flat-topped mass of I imestone rising about 1200 
feet above the reservoir. Several srnal l to extensive caves are present on the Idaho side. Many possible 
cave entrances visible on the cliffs of The Flatiron and nearby have not been investigated and discoveries 
by conventioneers are likely. Explorers of these sun-baked cl ifFs, however, should be equipped to face 

unusual hazards of snakebite, dehydration, and salt depletion. 

The Oregon portion of the Big Bar deposit is markedly folded locally. It is reached only by boat - bring 
your canoe or raft - or a 2 1/2 mile hike on the Snake River Trail. Although no significant cave is known 

on the Oregon side, the geomorphology is intriguing. A large resurgence issues a short distance above the 
basal contact of the limestone in Spring Creek Canyon, and several swallet sinks are present on an old 
erosion surFace 1300 feet higher (26); two ten-foot sinks are said to have developed during the winter of 
1971-72. 
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Figure 1. White formations in the Patterson Passage, Papoose Cave. 
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ROUTES To The CONVENTION AREA FROM The PRE-CONVENTION FIELD TR IPS 

The fastest route from the Big Bar cave area to the Convent ion headquarters is by way of Interstate 80N. 
Despite recent improvements, the climb out of Hells Canyon on Oregon state highway 86 is slow and hot 
For those with heavy loads; those whose cars have uncertain cool ing systems should plan For pre-dawn 
travel as far as Baker. Considerable limestone crops out both north and south of state 86, and its southern 
edge can be reached by the Eagle Creek road. Additional limestone crops out northwest, southwest and 
southeast of Baker, some of the latter visible from Interstate 80N. Only a Few small caves are known in 
these deposits, however. Those with additional time to spend in this area may wish to consider high eleva
tion exposures of the Martin Bridge formation in the Wallowa and Imnaha Mountains northeast of Baker. 

The portion of the Blue Mountains traversed by Interstate 80N northwest of Baker is essentially limestone
free but the trip is far from boring. En route to the convention is Pendleton, a pleasant small city world
famous for its annual rodeo. Just east of Pendleton, Interstate 80N passes through the Umati Iia Indian 
Reservation; westward, it follows the south bank of the reservoirs along the Columbia River through ferti Ie 
but arid country. Across the river near Biggs can be seen a replica of Stonehenge. The nearby Maryhill 
Museum is a curious melange which some may find fascinating. As travelers proceed west, Mt.Hood is 
visible on the left, Mt.Adams on the right. Driving time on this route should be six to seven hours for 
most cavers , 

An alternate but much slower route of oart icul ar geologic and scenic interest leads through the John Day 
country via state highway 7 and US 26, thence north and west to Hood River and White Salmon via any of 
several routes shown on Oregon road maps. West of Baker, Oregon state highway 7 passes through a part 
of the Blue Mountains in which small pods and lenses of I imestone are scattered through pre-Tertiary 
metamorphics. Farther west, the John Day country is famous for scenically eroded badlands in colorful 
Oligocene and Miocene tuffs and other volcanics. Picture Gorge, Painted Hills (site of an Oregon state 
park) and the John Day fossil beds are celebrated areas. Particularly spectacular badlands are located 
between Monument and Hamilton on a side road. East of Mitchell alongside US 26 is a small lava flow; 
no caves have been reported here. Officer's Cave is about 1/2 mile north of the Munro Spring which is 
alongside the Turtle Cove road, 1.8 miles east of its junction with Oregon state highway 19, II miles north 
of Dayville. 

From Papoose Cave, there is no direct route to the Convention site; it is necessary to drive either north or 
south on US 95 to get around Hells Canyon en route to Interstate 80N. Driving time is some 8 to 9 hours 
either via Weiser (south) or Lewiston (north). The northern route oFFers a visit to Lucile Cave and fine 
views of the Salmon River Canyon but between Lewiston and the Columbia River the driving is frustrating. 
The southern route ofFers a view of limestone cl iffs north of Huntington and also permits use of the alter
nate route through the John Day country. 

Figure 1. Index map of Officer's Cave area, Big Basin, John Day Country, Grant County, 
Orezon 
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THE MOUNT ADAMS CAVE AREA 

The main caving area for the Convention is variously known at the Mount Adams cave area or the Trout 
Lake cave area. It begins a few mi les north of White Salmon, along state highway 141 (formerly 80). It 
is conveniently considered as having three parts: 

I. an intracanyon lobe along the White Salmon River. 
2. the main Trout Lake-Lost Creek area. 
3. some roughly defined but important northern fringes. 

The White Salmon River Lobe 

Driving north from White Salmon along state highway 141, traces of Quaternary basalt may be seen amid 
alluvium at Husum. Most of the lower end of these intracanyon flows are hidden, however, until one 
reaches a point about two miles north of B.Z.Corner. From that point to the community of Trout Lake, a 
distance of II 1/2 miles, the flows are thinly mantled or bare. Here and there they are gently rolling and 
hammocky with a few small domes. In general, however the surface is broad and flat. Near Trout Lake it 
slopes as I ittle as 80 feet to the mile but two to three times as much farther south. The White Salmon 
River has exposed a cross-section of part of the lower segment of these flows in a post-glacial gorge; 
farther north it flows on the surface of the lava. A kipuka (lava "island") of earlier volcanics may be in
spected about two rnl les southeast of Trout Lake. 

Most of the caves of this lobe are comparatively small and this is normally an area of extreme fire hazard 
in August. Conventioneers are requested to refrain voluntarily from visiting any cave along state highway 
141 south of Trout Lake junction, and none is I isted in this guidebook. If unusual weather conditions per
mit, special notices and information on these caves will be issued during the convention. 

Trout Lake - Lost Creek area 

No detailed geological study has been conducted in this heart of the Mt.Adams cave area. However it is 
evident that the flows here are an up-flow continuation of those just mentioned along the White Salmon 
River. The latter have been studied and mapped as a part of the U.S.Geological Survey Geological Map 
of the Husum Quadrangle (27) ; Trout Lake junction is barely a mile west of the northwestern corner of that 
quadrangle. Shepard described the lava as: 

" •••gray, generally 5 to 10 feet thick, vesicular, lava tubes and tumuli common; holocrystal
line, diktytaxitic, porphyritic; contain plagioclase (An66-56) and 01ivine (F081-78), pheno
crysts in groundmass of plagioclase (An50), ophitic to subophitic brownish-gray cl inopyroxine 
(+2V=520 - 47 0 ) , and opaque minerals; glomeroporphyritic 01ivine with or without plagioclase 
abundant." 

What superficially appears to be the same lava can be traced west almost to the Cascade Divide, a dozen 
miles southwest of Trout Lake junction, in a broad valley-floor lava field with comparatively few tumul i 
and flow fronts. Even in the comparatively gentle terrain a few thousand yards southwest of Trout Lake, 
however, this appearance may be misleading; farther west and north are several post-glacial flows of 
different ages and compositions and this may also be the case between Lost Creek and Trout Lake junction. 
In the westernmost part of this area and in regions beyond, Wise (28) has demarcated at least six separate 
flows derived from separate small shield volcanos, cinder cones and other vents. He designated the Lost 
Creek portion of the cave area as being of Red Mountain age (the second earl iest of the six post-glacial 
flows) and probably part of those flows (the main portion of the Red Mountain flows occupy a large area 
farther west, between Falls Creek and Goose Lake, and are not known to be speleol iferous). An alternate 
origin for the cave flows, especially of the Dry Creek area, would be from one or more vents in the Peter
son junction area, perhaps associated with Mann Butte, the largest cinder cone nearby. 

Northern fringes 

Caves located more than about 1-1/2 miles north of state highway 141 west of Trout Lake junction (and its 
extension westward in the Gifford Pinchot National Forest, where state highway numbers are not used) 
differ significantly from those of the main Trout Lake - Lost Creek area and even an untrained eye can 
readily see differences in some of their bedrock. This area is more rugged and more densely forested than 
the remainder of the Mount Adams cave area and not as well studied. A preliminary generalization mightbe 
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that its caves tend to reflect loca.l features rather than form ing integrated parts of throughway systems as 
is common in the main area. Its northern and western boundaries are not yet evident, but all known major 
caves in this roughly defined area are included in the sel f-guided tours northwest of Trout Lake community. 
The major flows of this area appear to have been eastward from a small shield volcano adjoining Lemei 
Rock, thence northeast and southeast where they were deflected by Peterson Ridge. The former is in the 
direction of Dead Horse Cave, the latter toward Peterson junction and it is even possible that the latter is 
the main source of the Trout Lake - Dry Creek flows. This appears to have occurred in early post-glacial 
time but the correlation of glaciated features with the flows is not yet clear and they may have been pre
or periglacial (as late 'as 9,000 to 15,000 years B.P.). Lithologic and speleogenetic features mentioned 
below suggest strongly that at least Conepickers I and Dry Creek Caves are in lesser, later flows and 
perhaps Dead Horse Cave also, although its unusual features may have been due to the steeper slopes 
where it is located. 

FALLS CREEK - CURLY CREEK CAVE AREA 

Wise (28) demonstrated that the major part of the intermediate cave area between Mount Adams and Mount 
St.Helens on the western slopes of the Cascade Divide is of East Crater age (fifth youngest of the six 
post-glacial flows). Falls Creek Cave is the outstanding feature of this area and is easily visited. 
Curly Creek Cave may be in a different lobe of the same flows but is in a particularly complex area which 
has not yet been studied in detail; both younger and older Quaternary volcanics are nearby. This is a 
heavily timbered area with a moderate gradient. Especially near Curly Creek and Datus Perry caves the 
potential for discovery of additional caves is high. 

MOUNT ST .HELENS CAVE AREA 

South of Mount St.Helens, about 40 miles from Convention headquarters, another major lava tube area 
is perhaps more widely known than that southwest of Mount Adams. 

Mount St. Helens is the smallest and youngest of the major volcanoes of Washington state; it last erup
ted in 1842 and 1854 when considerable quantities of pyroclastics were ejected (29) • The cave area con
sists of a complex of flows which are easily traceable for at least seven miles south and southwest of 
Mount St.Helens between Cinnamon Peak ridge and the canyons of Swift Creek and its forks. The U.S. 
Forest Service road from Swift Creek Dam (on the Lewis River) to McBride Lake roughly parallels the 
southern part of the bed, then curves northwestward and crosses its upper portion. The lowermost part of 
the lava spi lied into the canyon of the Lew is River and extended as far south as its present channel but 
no caves are known in the intracanyon toes of the flow. North of the Swift Dam-McBride lake road, the 
course of the flows is difficult to trace because of overlying pyroclastics and forest cover; only a single 
group of small caves (Utteretrorn t s Caves) is known there. 

It appears I ikely that this sequence of flows is part of those seen to have emerged from the prominent 
secondary crater low on the south slope of Mount St. Helens above the tree line. Several radiocarbon 
dates in the vicinity of 1800 to 2200 years B.P. have been obtained. The lower parts of the flow support 
only a thin scrub forest and moss gardens; by August fire hazard is usually extreme. Northward, higher 
on the flow, the soil mantle is thicker and greater precipitation supports an extensive Douglas fir forest, 
now heavily clearcut. Especially near Lake Cave (30) and near the southeast corner of Green Mountain 
(a large kipuka up-slope from the rim of the Lewis River Canyon) are some exceptional tree casts. 
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FEATURES OF LAVA TUBE CAVERNS OF THE CONVENTION AREA 

The lava tube caverns of the Convention areas vary markedly in size and parameters. The largest are 
locally nearly 100 feet wide (Big Cave) and several are at least 50 feet high in places; others are crawl
ways. Their depth below the surface varies from a few inches to more than 40 feet; the maximum depth 
is difficult to establish but may reach its maximum at Falls Creek Cave. As even most calcareospeleol
ogists know (ahem!), these caves are basically the penetrable portions of the abandoned conduits of 
pahoehoe basalt. As in I imestone, much of the length of these conduits is blocked by breakdown, water
borne clastic fills, siphons and the like; one of the particular difficulties in vulcanospeleology is that 

some of the siphons are of solidified lava ("lava seals"). 

Perhaps because their patterns reflect effects of fluoform subterranean mechanics, the corridors of lava 
tube and limestone caves do not appear greatly dissimilar. Yet caution is necessary in extrapolating 
speleogenetic concepts from one to the other. Most similarities of lava tube caverns and other pseudo
karstic features to those in karst are analogous, not homologous (31) • 

Entrances 

Most lava tube caves are entered through sinks or trenches which resulted from collapse of the roof; some· 
were originally unroofed. In neither case is the entrance or the course of the cave ordinarily marked by 
any other sur face landmark. A few are d if ferent. One entrance to 0 Ie's Cave is through a horn ito (root
less vent or spatter cone). Another in the Mount St .Helens flows is entered through a defect at the end 
of a pressure ridge. One entrance of Bat Cave is through a thin-walled "bubble" or small dome; a few 
others are entered through less-defined domes. The lowest entrance of Powerl ine Cave, located on a 
moderate slope, is at the point where this surface tube ceased to be roofed during its formation, with 
the residuals of the flow changing at the entrance from the surface tube to "ral lroad tracks" discussed 

below. 

Surface Manifestations 

Most lava tube caves of Washington are in flat or gently rolling flows in which coltapsed or unroofed 
trenches or sinks are the only surface clue to the presence of caves. In contrast to some other lava tube 
areas like the island of Lanzarote or California's Pisgah Crater flows, only a few minor examples are 
within low, thin-walled sinuous ridges that meander along the surface ("surface tubes"). Even small 
shallow lava tube caves here are predominantly beneath unridged surfaces; Tour #1 demonstrates several 
such examples. A few deep-lying caves have disproportionately small surface ridges overlying them 
locally; breakdown at the lower entrance of Ole's Cave shows that here the low bulge is due to a super
posed rudimentary surface tube rather than the mainway corridor below. 

Subsurface Patterns 

A multitude of factors beyond the scope of this guidebook cause considerable variety in the pattern of 
lava tube caves of this area. The commonest type of cave is the unitary conduit or "throuqhway'"; 'these 
frequently continue for hundreds or thousands of feet without more than a rudimentary upper level or side 
passage. At the other extreme is the braided complex; Dead Horse Cave is a notable example. Gen
erally such complexes are on a single level; the Poacher I s Cave section of the Red Cave system exem
pi ifies a three-dimensional nest of sinuous passages. Superposition of one cavern level above another 
sometimes with a minor slipslope offset, is comparatively common. This phenomenon reaches an ox
treme in Dynamited Cave where at least seven discrete superposed levels are separated by vertical pit
ches of as much as 45 feet. The lower end of Falls Creek Cave contains a particularly puzzling vertical 
complex. 
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Figure 3. Lower entrance to Ole's Cave.
 
Note surface tube. 01959 W .R • Hall iday
 

Figure 2. 
Superposed levels in Poachers Cave. 

Figure 4. Ole's Cave, hornito-like entrance. 

Figure 5. Pipe-stem stalactite joined 
to a drip accreted lava stalagmite. 
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Figure 6. The Narrows in the lower end of Ape Cave. 
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The total significance of lateral confluent and effluent passages is not clear in these caves. The occur�
rence of parallel tube systems of similar parameters in the area between Cave Creek and state highway� 
141 suggests that distributary branching probably occurs, but despite the exposure of more than 100,000� 
feet of lava tube cavern passage in these areas, no clearcut example can be seen underground. Re�
entrant corridors are properly considered part of braiding of the flow, much I ike that seen from stream�
flow in glacial moraines. With one possible exception no effluent passage in this area is known to lead� 
into any separate lobe or toe of any flow; the lower end of Dry Creek Cave may be composed of end�
cavities in separate small toes of a flow. Simi larly, few if any confluent corridors appear to have re�
sulted from invasion of a pre-existing cave by a later system although the Red Passage of Lake Cave is� 
a possible exception. Therefore explorers can best consider side passages as potential alternate routes� 
around breakdown chokes or lava seals rather than potential entrances into different parts of the flows.� 
(This does not necessarily apply to vertically confluent passages, some of which have features strongly� 
suggesting piracy by a pre-existing tube.)� 

The diameters, contours and features of such effluent, confluent and re-entrant passages often appear� 
discordant from those of principal corridors. Frequently they open from ledges well above the floor of the� 
"mainway." Much less commonly, low side passages open just above floor level, apparently as a re�
suit of partial filling of a once-larger cornplex ,� 

Many of these caves are quite uniform for hundreds of feet. Some tend to become smaller downslope.� 
In a few, the ceiling height, floor contour, cross-section and other parameters vary almost from foot to� 
foot. The lower sect ion of Ape Cave demonstrates interest ing variat ions along the course of a major� 
throughway corridor, with good examples of cupolas, rudimentary upper levels, figure-8 cross sections,� 
offset meander ledges, passage tapering followed by re-expansion through genesis of a short upper� 
level, etc.� 

SPELEOTHEMS 

Speleothems of several materials can be seen in these caves: lava, ice, silicates, carbonates, and 
clastic materials. Some small white and/or red speleothems resembl ing those of I imestone caves are 
composed of CaCOa• but more commonly are S i02 or a mixture of si I icates. "Sand speleothems" more 
commonly are erosional forms than depositional but both occur. 

Lava Tube Glaze 

A characteristic but not universal feature of these caves is glaze, a thin, shiny smooth-appearing coat
ing on the surface of the walls and ceil ing. Paper-thin to a few mm thick, it is a coating formed .l!l.situ, 
presumably by the action of hot magmatic gases late in speleogenesis. It varies considerably, but in 
many areas was sufficiently fluid that it slumped rather I ike hot toffee. Partially vesicular stalactites 
about the size of a calcareous "soda-atraw'' stalactite often developed from dripping glaze. The longest 
in these areas is about 18 inches long. Below such stalactites are found multiglobular stalagmites, 
"worm nests" and/or lava puddles; stalagmite development in Washington does not approximate that in 
Lavacicle Cave, Oregon, where they reach heights of a meter. 

Intact or ruptured bubbles I mm to many cm in diameter are often found in or behind glaze; occasionally 
rupturing of such a bubble caused considerable areas of glaze to peel off the wall before hardening. In 
these caves glaze is usually dark grey but occasionally is red or spotted with red. Occasionally the sur
face of an intratubal flow is glazed, but this appears to be a different phenomenon. 

Other Types of Lava Stalactites 

Several other types of lava stalactites can be seen in these caves. Ribbon stalactites are peculiarly thin, 
sl ightly granular, ribbon-l ike forms oriented parallel to the tube ; to date they have been noted only in 
small chambers between lateral coatings and country rock. 

Tapered stalactites of vesicular lava are common but are probably a glazed part of the cave ceil ing rather 
than a true speleothem. Granular concentric stalactites are a puzzling form seen in Lower Lava Bridge 
Cave. Rather uniformly about a inches in diameter and 8 inches long, they are composed of granular 
vesicular lava and show a concentric structure. Pipe-stem stalactites are an uncommon variant of tubu
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Figure 9. Pipe-stem stalactiteFigure 7. Depositional speleothem of undetermined 
12 inches long.geochemistry, in the Cave Creek System. 

Figure 8. Drip accreted lava stalagmites in Lavacicle Cave. 
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lar stalactites which have flattened under the influence of gravity and perhaps of degassing. Occasionally, 
intrusive pasty lava produced stalactites, stalagmites and columns where it broke into the cave from 
above. It should be noted that tubular stalactites also are found at the orifice of a few lava springs. Re
gardless of their location, tubular stalactites often contain globular modifications, some having popcorn
like configurations. Deviated examples, especially globular forms, are fairly common and at least some 
are properly termed hel ictites. In one section of Bat Cave, these deviated forms are parallel, as though 
influenced by gas currents. Elsewhere, no such consistent deviation is clear. "Lava boils" seen in the 
gutters of The Ballroom of Dynamited Cave and rarely elsewhere are pseudostalagmitic upwell ings of 
lava into a cave rather than drip features. 

Flow Features 

In some of these caves, breakdown has been so extensive that the present cave floor is above the origiral 
ceiling and the present cavity is entirely in fragmented overlying beds. In others, many speleogenetic 
features are easily observed. Rarely does fortuitous breakdown permit inspection of the entire cross
section of a tube but this can be seen in the subentrance section of Dynamited Cave. 

Floors 

In some cases, solidified lava fills the entire width of the floor quite uniformly. Often it presents con
gealed ripples or other flow features. Occasionally a narrow central channel continued to transmit gradu
ally decreasing quantities of lava through what became a steep-walled trench. More commonly, narrow 
lava tongues solidified in place, separated from the cavern walls by gutters. At abrupt pitches, such 
lava tongues produce lavaf'al l s , Partial emptying of lava tongues after the surface crusted formed "tuoes
in-tube." A few were emptied from below, leaving "lava dams." 

In other cases, only the sides solidified and lateral ridges are all that remain; some vaguely resemble 
"railroad tracks" and are so termed. In some cases, thick lateral ridges are affixed to the cave walls, 
forming lateral ledges or lava benches. Thinner wall layers are termed lateral coatings; often these are 
multiple. Local ized longitudinal deposits or gouges sometimes mark the levels of the surfaces of flows 
through the caves; these are flow I ines and flow grooves; the latter are sometimes prominent on the 
ceiling. 

Occasionally more or less rounded masses of sol id material within the flowing lava becomes wedged or 
otherwise attached to the tube wall, ceiling or floor. The most dramatic of these are II lava balls" like 
the famous "Meatball" of Ape Cave. Contraction fissures are common in and alongside many of these 
secondary lava deposits. "Bubble rings" are occasionally seen. Splash concentrics, some with a fallen 
rock sti II vls lble in their center, are commoner. Usually they are some distance down tube from the site 
of rockfall as a result of flow of the viscous lava. Depositional concentrics are uncommon except in 

Dry Creek Cave. 

The sequential identification of such features often permits "reading" the speleogenetic history of the cave 
just as in limestone caves. The section of the Red Cave system down-tube from the Poacher's Cave en
trance is a convenient demonstration location ~ 

BIOTA IN BRIEF 

Only sporadic biological studies have been conducted in these caves. The fauna is known to include coug
ars, bears and lesser mammals. Most of the bats seen in the caves are Plecotus sp , but many Myotes 
are also present. (Note: bat rabies is endemic in this state.) Blind fish have been reported in one of the 
caves in 1851 (32) but not recently. Several types of salamanders are occasionally seen. Millipedes, har
vestmen and other insects are common. Lake Cave is the type local ity of Gryllob!atta chirurgica. One 
pseudoscorpion has been found in the Mt.Adams area. Phototropism of ferns and other plants is common. 
The puzzl ing gelatinous substance called "lava tube sl ime" has not been adequately identified. 
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Figure 10. Depositional Concentric in Dry Creek Cave. 

Figure 11. RUdimentary lava tube ex
posed by breakdown, Dynamited Cave. 

Figure 13. Ribbon stalactites in Lake Cave. 

Figure 12. George Washington's face 
in Ole's Cave. © 1959 W.R.Halliday 
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SPECIAL GUIDED FIELD TRIPS 

Some of the most notable and intriguing features of these caves are not readily accessible under the cir
cumstances of a NSS Convention without special arrangements. For this reason, special guided field 
trips are planned to two caves in the Mount Adams cave area (Dynamited and Dead Horse caves) and 
another to two caves in the Mount St. Helens cave area (Prince Albert and Dollar-and-a-Dime caves). 

Dynamited Cave 

Dynamited Cave (#29 on the sel f-guided tour map) is noted for its succession of superimposed levels but 
many other items of interest, some of them quite fragile, are also present. It is gated; the U.S.Forest 
Service granted the Cascade Grotto of the NSS a special use permit for long-term studies after that 
grotto excavated the blasted entrance. Visitors are requested to use particular care throughout. Its location 
is included in the section on self-guided tours but conventioneers are requested to avoid its vicinity ex
cept during the special field trip; otherwise the cars of the rigging parties will create excessive congestion 
on the dead-end road to the cave. The cave is cold (about 390F) and those participating should expect 
long waits at three vertical pitches. Because of the expected crowds, cavers expecting to see the entire 
cave should resign themselves to 12 to 18 hours underground, and prepare accordingly. 

The gate is at the lower end of a large, sloping entrance chamber which is a coalescence of at least two 
levels. Only the main route is gated; above is a 200-foot upper level further divided by ill-defined hori
zontal partitions which may be merely the crusts of poorly developed tubes-in-tube. Notable in the main 
corridor beyond the gate are two natural bridges marking an old flow level, and unusual lateral coatings 
which give the appearance of vertical bedding. 

680 feet from the entrance is a drop of 15 feet. At this point the main corridor combines with asubentrance 
section 1670 feet long. The latter is notable for "sand castles" (drip-eroded pumice badlands) under long
term photographic study; PLEASE REMAIN ON ESTABLISHED PATHSl!! Also found here are cross
sections of small tubes and of ceiling plugs. At the 15-foot drop, note the multiple lateral coatings and 
the ceil ing channel of the lower passage. 

The next 900 feet clown-tube is a more spacious passage, usually referred to as "the intermediate level." 
It is comparatively featureless due to extensive breakdown. Just uptube from the Lavafall Room, however, 
notable floor patterns can be seen. Please use special care descending the friable cl inkery Lavafall • 

The cave is especially complex just beyond the Lavafall Room. 15 feet overhead is an upper level extend
ing a few dozen feet back toward the entrance; it is more likely genetically related to the Lavafall Room 
than to the Entrance levels. The main route is down the first of two adjacent 45-foot pits to The Ballroom 
below; note the pattern of the flow entering the pit. The Lavafall Room level continues several hundred 
feet beyond these pits and terminates in a succession of three small sub-levels in a colorful area of red 
flows. The upper level is incomplete for about 200 feet but then extends about 400 feet and opens high on 
the up-tube side of The Big Room (see below); at this point it is divided by a natural bridge which gives 
the impression of two tubes leading back toward the entrance. 

The most prominent feature of The Ballroom is a large pile of breakdown. This is at least partially artifi
cial, constructed by three boys who sl id down a clothesl ine here in 1958 when the cave was discovered; 
because of the overhang they were unable to ascend hand-over-hand. Several hours' work permitted one 
of them to scramble up the wall and go for help; an obviously unpopular episode which caused the dyna
miting of the entrance. Note the seeming lack of any lateral coating in some areas of the walls of the 
Ballroom with stream cobbles exposed; also the lava boils in the gutters. About 500 feet down-tube from 
The Ballroom is a blind 50-foot pit with beautiful red lateral ridges entering it. Immediately beyond is a 
2~00t vertical pitch descending to the floor of the Big Room. 
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The extraordinary structure of The Big Room is best observed from the breakdown mountain which forms 
its far side. At the bottom of the entrance pitch, however, are unobtrusive features meriting a few 
moments' study, ranging from purple lava dripstone to massive basalt. The top of the breakdown slope 
permits the best study of the multiple lateral coatings seen only on the upper part of the walls of this 
room. 

For about 350 feet past The Big Room, the cave is a large, sinuous breakdown passage with minor alter
nating slopes. Beyond, further vertical complexities are evident. At the top of a long, steep breakdown 
slope, a prominent tube continuing on an upper level is considered "out of bounds" because of the friable 
lava along the traverse to its orifice. Near the start of this long descent, note lateral coatings in the 
ceiling. Farther down, note exposures of gravel, sand and cobbles beneath a bed of basalt along the east 
wall. Richly colored flow features in this area are photogenic. At the bottom of this slope is a 20-foot 
drop to the lowest level of the cave; intermediate is a rudimentary level; a lavaball is present. Above 
and beyond the pit is a steep ascent (out of bounds during the Convention because of danger to cavers 
below) to a major level continuing for several hundred feet. At one point it is possible to look downward 
about 40 feet to the main route; between the two can be seen two short additional levels, one apparently 
rudimentary. 

At the bottom of the 20-foot pit is the stream level. Beyond the pit complex, note exceptionally fine 
glaze, a cupola and an elongated lava ball. Several holes are visible in the ceil ing, giving partial views 
of the superposed structures. About 400 feet from the pit is a waterfall. Thin striped flowstone in this 
area is manganese dioxide and clay minerals. Crumbly red lava is visible behind lateral coatings. This 
part of the cave averages about 25 feet high and 15 feet wide. Beyond the waterfall are notable flow 
features, especially on the floor where there are high lateral ridges, a red rippled, partially slumped 
surface and some glazed concentrics. About 200 feet past the waterfall is massive breakdown which has 
resisted all attempts. A pretty stream flows in the gutter, then disappears into cracks. 

Figure 14. A lava falls in Dynamited Cave. 
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Deadhorse Cave 

Deadhorse Cave (#36 on the self guided tour map) is located along Road N88 just west of Deadhorse 
Creek. The cave has two entrances, the Lower Entrance 100 feet south of N88 and an upper entrance about 

1000 feet ups lope. 

In the past several years the cave has been vigorously explored and 4000 feet of passage mapped. Mapping 
and exploration are still in progress. Unlike many lava caves Deadhorse is intricately complex. 
Commonly, passages divide, then rejoin down slope to form maze-like networks. Formed on more than 

one IeveI, passages do not necessar i IY fo II ow the same trend. 

This trip is recommended al ike for sport cavers who enjoy tight lava crawls and for vulcanospeleologists 
who may wish to ponder not only the factors responsible for the cave's unusual nature and extent but also 
whether "lava tube cave" remains the appropriate generic term in view of such occurrences. Other 
items of special interest are its well decorated flow features and especially its sizeable streams, unique 

among Pacific Northwest lava tube caves. A correspondingly unusual biota is currently undergoing initial 

studies. Participants should take extra care to avoid chemical or other contamination of this cave. When 
visiting the cave kneepads are advised to comfortably traverse most passages. Leather gloves will also 
reduce the need for first aid. 

The cave can conveniently be divided into three sections: the River Passage, the Lower Cave and 
Masochists Maze. 

Commonly entered through the upper entrance (nearly impossible to find without a gUide), this route 
leads through the Rat Hole, a tight vertical crawlway, and down a 10' drop into the upper end of the 
River Passage. The River Passage is about 700 feet long and is walking passage over most of its length. 
Major branches off this passage include the Lake Passsage complex and the Balcony Passage. Both 
require considerable crawling. Near the lower end of the River Passage a large spring feeds the "river" 
which can be followed for about 200 feet. A connecting passage to the lower cave branches off the River 
Passage about 100 feet from its end. 

The lower cave is entered from the Lower Entrance or the River Passage. The Stream Passage, the most 
prominent feature of the section, contains a small stream in early summer. Beyond the Stream Passage, 
Misery Crawl links the upper and lower cave. 

Masochists Maze is entered from the lower cave about 150 feet from the Lower Entrance. The opening to 
this section is obscured by breakdown in the first large room upslope from the entrance. A complex 
network of tunnels (only partially mapped) make up this section. 

This is among the coldest caves of the area. Long delays in wet clothing will be inevitable because of 
the crawlways and participants should dress accordingly. 







Figure 15. Entrance to Prince Albert Cave. 

Prince Albert and Dollar-and-a-Dime Caves 

Prince Albert and Dollar-and-a-Dime caves are part of the Bat Cave system which runs parallel to the 
west side of Green Mountain, a kipuka near the lower end of the Mount St.Helens cave flows. The 
system is rarely as much as 100 feet from the klpuka ; this is also true of Beaver Cave on the east side 
of the kipuka. Dollar-and-a-Dime Cave is approximately 800 feet long. Nearly all of it is walking pas
sage although it is littered with breakdown. The average height is 20 feet and its width is not less than 
10 feet; one upper level side passage is present. Features include tubular lava and tapered calcareous 
stalactites, the former as much as 8 inches long. The upper level passage is particularly colorful, with 
rich red secondary deposits. Many beauti ful flow features are present. 

Prince Albert Cave is perhaps even more beautiful and interesting. It was discovered in March 1967 by a 
large group of Oregon and Cascade Grottoites returning to camp after exploring newly-discovered Dollar
and-a-Dime Cave. The discovery was based on the vulcanospeleological principle that any further caves 
in the system should be at the same distance from the edge of the kipuka. The only evidence of previous 
visitation was an old Prince Albert tobacco can, perhaps left by Ole Peterson, discoverer and first 
proprietor of nearby Ole's Cave. Prince Albert Cave is moderately complex, with the entrance on one 
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loop of a braided section; an even more complex braid is located at the upper end of the cave. In the 
entrance section, skylights create lovely twilight zones, with soft hues of green and gold moss and 
ferns. The famous "S-shaped Coffin", a sinuous tube-in-tube and trench-in-tube, is located just north 
of the entrance in the twilight zone. Total length of the cave is about 1200 feet, with all but about 200 
feet being north of the entrance. The most interesting features are in the complex at the north end. 
Lava dripstone is plentiful, with multiple rows of stalagmites near the walls of several of the large 
side passages. In the same area is a calcareous bacon rind drapery 12 inches long. Tubular lava stalac
tites are plentiful. Perhaps most extraordinary, however, is the remarkable series of flow lines which 
coat some of the walls. 

Cave life in this area includes a few bats (Myotis sp.), occasional salamanders, and one artistic pika 
(Ochotona princeps), also known as the coney or rock rabbit. The latter has created the unique Larson 
phenomenon (33), consisting of piling its spherical feces atop a stalagmite composed of remarkably 
similar lava droplets. 

This trip will include a vigorous, hot hike, lasting several hours, partially through annoying brush 
(By all means carry drinking water). These caves are worth unusual exertion however. See sel f-guided 
tour section for route information; unless otherwise announced, the meeting place will be the Swift Dam 
overlook. Food and supplies can be obtained nearby at Cougar, Washington. 

Figure 16. Flow I ines in Prince Albert Cave. 
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SELF-GUIDED TOURS 

Nearly 100,000 feet of caves are available for self-guided tours during the convention, most of them in 
the Mount Adams area but also in the Mount SLHelens area some 40 miles northwest, and in an inter
mediate area. Included in the road logs are locations of features of non-spelean interest to convention
eers like the Cascade Crest Trail. Please note that the highway numbers given below differ from those on 
some topographic and road maps; unfortunately they keep changing in this area. Those given are the 
latest known to the convention staff; any later changes will be announced at the convention. Much credit 
is due many members of the Oregon and Cascade Grottos for their assistance in preparation of these 
logs. Unfortunately their enthusiasm emphasized a basic problem of such logs: different parties turned 
in quite different mileages for some routes. The printed mileages, therefore, must be considered only 
approximate guides (how accurate is YOUR odometer?). Plenty of northwestern cavers will be happy to 
serve as guides if you can I t find the caves you want. 

MOUNT ADAMS AREA 

All trip mileages in the Mount Adams cave area begin on state highway 141 about 25 miles north of
 
White Salmon at the major Y-junction at the southeast end of the Trout Lake community, occupied by a
 
Texaco gas station and small cafe. On the right (east) just before reaching this junction is the commun

ity church and a large interpretive sign. State highway 141 continues as the left-hand fork at this point;
 
the right fork extends north to the south and west sides of the Mount Adams Wilderness Area, and ulti 

mately to such points as Randle, Mt.Rainier and Seattle. Current maps of forest roads can be obtained
 
from the district ranger station on state highway 141 in Trout Lake.
 

The immediate vicinity of Trout Lake has been settled and farmed for almost a century. Even on the out

skirts of that community, however, the visitor encounters a dense pine forest which gives way to a
 
dense virgin Douglas Fir forest farther west and northwest. Intensive logging is underway and a confusing
 
network of logging roads is present. Away from clear-cut areas, however, the higher country remains un

touched wilderness. Especially on cloudy days, the unwary can remain lost for hours, perhaps longer.
 
Everyone leaving paved or numbered roads, however, should possess maps and a compass.
 

This is one of the most recently penetrated of all parts of the continuous United States. Parts of roads
 
N60, 123and Hollenbeck road follow an Indian trail but it was untrodden by Caucasians until 1852 when an
 
exploring party commanded by Capt. George McClellan (later of Civil War fame) vainly sought a good
 
transmountain railroad route from Vancouver, Wash. to Yakima.
 

Unless defending young or panicked by surprise, even the larger forest animals (cougar, bear, deer, elk,
 
coyote, etc) are unl ikely to present problems. Rabies is present in bats (especially Myotes), skunks
 
and other animals. Hence admiring all local animal life is best done from a respectful distance.
 

EXPLANATION OF MILEAGE LOG FOR SELF-GUIDED TR IPS 

- (Checkpoint) 

1.3 ..._------Mileage, by most direct road route, between checkpoints. 

- (Checkpoint) 
Checkpoints will be marked in the field. Please check bulletin board 
at convention headquarters for manner of marking. 
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TRIP 1 TRIP 5 

1 TUMULUS CAVE 20 NEW CAVE 

2 OUTHOUSE CAVE 21 ICE CAVE 

3 MASSEY'S BARN CAVE 22 PETERSON ROAD CAVE 

4 BONE CAVE 23 PETERSON PRAIR IE SYSTEM 

5 PR ICKLY FLOOR CAVE 24 SPEARPOINT CAVE 

6 POTATO CAVE 25 GROUCH CAVE 
26 DRY CREEK CAVE 

TRIP 2 27 CONEPICKERS' CAVE 
28 SLIME CAVE 

7 MEAT CAVE 29 DYNAM ITED CAVE 
8 CHEESE CAVE 

30 SLIDE & FIRECRACKER CAVES 

31 BIG CAVE 
TRIP 3 32 BIG TRENCH CAVE 

9 RED CAVE SYSTEM 32A TOOTH CAVE 

10 CAVE CREEK SYSTEM 33 ICE R INK CAVE 

11 BEERBOTTLE CAVE 
12 BUTTER CAVE TRIP 6 

13 STAIRWELL CAVE 34 FALLS CREEK CAVE 
14 COWBONES CAVE 35 CURLY CREEK CAVE 
15 MADISON'S FENCE CAVE 
16 JENNING'S CAVE TRIP 7 

TRIP 4 36 DEADHORSE CAVE 
37 DOT'S CAVE 

17 
18 

WILDCAT CAVE 
LAVA BR IDGE CAVE 

38 GOPHER HOLE 

19 JUG CAVE 

Damp silt and breakdown 
on floor 

o /0 20 30, I ,I 

Tape 8r compass survey 
8-3/-69 C. Larson and CD 
E. Jacoby. 

BONE CAVE IT� 
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Trip #1 -� Trout Lake community, Klickitat County (Caves #1-6 on the self-guided tours map) 

These are very small caves for the ultra-dedicated vUlcanospeleologist, the cave-bagger, or spelunking 
canines and toddlers on leash. However they are easily visited and are a good introduction to the much 
larger caves farther west. Unlike most of the self-guided trips, this one requires returning by the same 
route. 

V-junction at Trout Lake Texaco station. Take state 141 northwest into community and drive 
0.15 mile. 

0.15 
_ Junction just past Trout Lake stores. Unnumbered road leads south (left). Turn left onto this 

unnumbered road and drive 0.05 mile. 
0.05 
_ County park and campground entrance on right (west). Tumulus (Peanut Butter) (#1) and Out

house (#2) caves are located in this park; the latter has also been called Community Park Cave. 
For these caves, take the left hand fork of the park road for about 100 yeards, thence left about 
100 feet to the ladies' outhouse; Outhouse Cave is about 30 feet east. It is a comparatively 
featureless complex of crawlways total I ing about 130 feet. Tumulus Cave is about 100 feet farther 
east, near the southeast fence corner of the park. Tumulus Cave is basically a single low 

0.2 chamber about 20 feet wide and 40 feet long, partially occluded by a dome of granular lava 
which touches the ceiling at one point. However this cave steams vigorously during cold weather 
and more cave undoubtedly exists. Both caves are entered through small, inconspicuous sinks 
which periodically are used as garbage dumps. They are only two or three feet below the surface. 

From the east entrance to the park, drive south 0.5 mile on the unnumbered road. Park just be
_� yond large barn on left. Massey's Barn Cave (#3) on east (left) shoulder of road. This is a 

mildly braided complex of stoopway with occasional craWling, mostly on sand. Its flow features 
are the best of the caves in this area and the cave in general is pretty and pleasant though small. 

0.8� About 250 feet of passages are present. 

Continue south on unnumbered road, thence west at aright-angle turn; park at yellow "State 
- Forest" sign about 0.3 mile west of right-angle turn. Bone Cave (#4) is about 200 feet north 

(right). Its low entrance is in a shallow sink about 20 feet in diameter; the entrance room is 
about 30 feet in diameter and 2 to 3 feet high. At the far end a 16-foot pit leads to a low passage 
about 60 feet long, floored with silt and breakdown. 

0.9 
Continue west, then southwest on the same road to a point where a left-hand curve is close 
ahead. 

- Park and hike about 100 feet south. Prickly Floor Cave (#5) may be somewhat difficult to locate 
due to brush and a lack of landmarks. It consists of a low passage about 150 feet long, primarily 
of interest to cave-baggers. 

0.10 
Continue on unnumbered road past curve to left 0.1 mile, passing Madison Ranch gate (on right). 

_� Poor road angles ahead and to left; park on main road. Potato Cave (#6) is about 75 feet ESE 
via this poor side road. This cave consists of a low, wide passage about 75 feet long, some
what similar to Prickly Floor Cave but of interest for its agricultural use. 

Turn around and return to Trout Lake community. 

Trip #2 - Cheese Cave area, KI ickitat County (Caves #7 & 8 on self-guided tours map) 

This is included as a separate trip because it is awkward to combine with others. In August, the road is 
usually extremely dusty. Cheese Cave is the only important cave here but the area is of special interest 
because of pioneer agricultural use of the caves. At the time of preparation of this guidebook it is not 
known whether the main or the artificial entrance of Cheese Cave will be open at all times or whether 
special guided tours will be arranged. Please consult the bulletin board before visiting this cave. 
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Figure 17. Wooden racks used to support curing cheese in Cheese Cave. 

_ Y-junction at Trout Lake Texaco station. Proceed west through Trout Lake community on 
state 141 for 1.7 mile. 

1.7 
- Road N88 on right, at sawmill junction. Continue west on state 141 past sawmill clearing on 

left. 
0.3 
- Poor dirt road leads left (south) just past sawmill clearing. Turn left onto dirt road. 
0.1 
- Crossroads; continue straight ahead. NOTE: the road leading right here is the normal route to 

Butter Cave (0.7 mile away). Because of one-way traffic returning from other trips via this 
road, please do not attempt to use this road as a route to Butter Cave during the Convention. 

0.3 
_ Lava trench about 75 feet to right (west). Park. Meat Cave (#7) is at the north end of this 

trench. It is a grotto-like segment of lava tube cave about 60 feet long and 25 feet wide at the 
entrance. Ice speleothems may still be present in an inner grotto in August. The sink is an 
interesting micro-cl imate and trill iums and other Spring flowers may still be in bloom in 
August. The name of the cave is derived from its use as a natural refrigerator in pioneer days. 

0.2 
Continue straight ahead on dirt road 0.2 mile. 
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0.20 
- Main (natural) entrance of Cheese Cave (#8) is beneath the chalet-style building on the left. 

- Artificial entrance to Cheese Cave on right (west). Cheese Cave is the most famous of the 
caves in the immediate vicinity of Trout Lake. In pioneer days, potatoes were stored here; in 
mid-Twentieth century a spelean Roquefort cheese industry briefly flourished. This spacious 
cave is slightly over 2,000 feet long; most is 20 to 60 feet high and nearly as wide. Near the 
lower end it is much lower. A small side complex is present at the lower end. Both ends are 
closed by lava seals. A lava pillar and a cupola are features of interest, and the flow patterns 
are clean-cut. The biota is fairly profuse. This is the end of Trip #2; unless a separate return 
route to the sawmill clearing is available during the convention (normally gated), the return 
route follows the route above in reverse. 

Lava 
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Trip #3 - Lower Cave Creek loop, Klickitat County (Caves #9-16 on the self-guided tours map) 

The portion of this loop parallel ing Cave Creek is narrow and extremely dusty in dry weather and moder
ately gooey during rains. Especially durirg the Convention, traffic should proceed only in the direction 
indicated (downhill, from west to east). It includes several notable caves, however, and is recommenda:l 
to all but low-clearance cars. This is the lower end of the route followed by the McClellan party in 1852. 

- V-junction at Trout Lake Texaco station. Follow state 141 west through Trout Lake community 
1.7 mile to sawmill junction. 

1.7 
_ Sawmill junction. N88 forks right. Continue west on state 141,1.25 miles. 
1.25 

_ Logging road forks left just before sharp right turn. Park and hike 1/4 mile on logging road to mid
portion of Red Cave system (#9) at a short natural bridge crossed by the logging road. Roadside 
pits encountered en route to the natural bridge are poor entry routes into the system. The best
known portion of the "Red Cave" part of the system is downslope from this logging road. For more 
than 1000 feet, however, the continuation of this road is roughly parallel to a largely collapsed 
portion of the system lying off to the right. About 1200 feet up-tube, the system crosses back 
beneath the road, which then continues to an abandoned sawmill site which is the location of the 
highest entrance of the system. 

Although it does not contain any single cavernous segment of unusual length, the Red Cave system� 
is one of the largest and most important of Washington, with about two miles of cavern and trench.� 
Because it was slow to be recognized as a single system, several of its units have received in�
dividual names: Butter Cave, Stairwell Cave, Cowbones Cave, Upper Cowbones Cave, Red Cave,� 
Poacher's Cave (primarily applied to the entrance), Plank Cave, and Sawmill Site Cave.� 
S Cave and 812 Cave are minor intermediate lengths. It is braided, with at least four parallel re�
entrant passages locally. Because access to the Butter-Stairwell portion of the system is difficult� 
from the upper portion, the segments will be considered separately herein. With the possible ex�
ception of the Stairwell segment, the most complex section of the system is immediately adja�
cent to the logging road indicated above. Most will want to study the down-slope portion of this� 
segment first.� 

From the natural bridge mentioned above as the best landmark, a prominent trench about 200 feet� 
long extends down-flow (southeast) to a prominent cave entrance. Just inside the passage divides� 
for about 150 feet; note the prominent window between the parallel passages. After a few more� 
yards, the passage is blocked and it is necessary to return to the surface for a few yards. About� 
100 feet north of the end of the main entrance trench are a group of sinks which permit entry into a� 
parallel set of tubes, including the Poacher's Cave entrance. This opens into one of the rare ex�
amples of an upper level tube which is not superposed; particularly beautiful flow patterns are� 
also present here. Numerous reentrant parallel passages are seen along the main level although� 
many are blocked by breakdown, lava seals or otherwise. Many small collapse entrances are� 
present. The two main routes combine about 1200 feet down-flow from the logging road and this� 
portion of the system terminates about 100 feet farther down-tube. From this point it is about 600� 
feet to the upper end of Stairwell Cave; the longest intervening cavernous segment is less than� 
100 feet long ("812 Cave") and much of the remainder cannot be traced on the surface.� 

The structure of the tube exposed in the natural bridge beneath the logging road is worth brief� 
study ; note the low lateral extension on the southwest wall. Continuing up-tube, further braiding� 
is apparent with a north-lying effluent passing beneath the logging road and ending at a dirt fill� 
close to the main level complex near Poacher's Cave. In the up-tube direction a large collapse� 
trench leads to a short but spacious re-entrant segment termed "The Interchange," particularly� 
noted for the lighting effects resulting from multiple orifices. The next 700 foot length up-flow� 
is comprised of shallow collapse sinks and hiking is best on the logging road nearby. At the� 
upper end of this section is an inconspicuous entrance which leads to an interesting cavern.� 
About 50 feet inside is a right-angle turn in the tuoe ; about 150 feet farther is a large chamber� 
eccentrically partitioned by a large central pi liar. Up-tube from the pi liar, the cave is double.� 
Especially fine flow features are encountered in these corridors. That on the right seemingly term�
inates in about 150 feet by a lava seal. It is reported that some years ago, a member of the Ore
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gon Grotto emerged here after a difficult crawl from a small cave in the sink downflow from Saw
mill Site Cave. It is requested anyone repeating the feat take mapping gear and notebook. The 
left-hand passage is larger. Its upper end is unusually steep and partially choked by some cur
ious structures not fully understood. 

Sawmill	 Site Cave is located by continuing on the logging road to the middle of the old sawmill 
site and searching for a shallow sink about 100 feet farther east; the cave entrance is on the west 
side of the sink. The first thousand feet of this cave are comparatively featureless due to break
down; beyond is a complex of about 300 feet of crawlways with very nice flow features and some 
lava dripstone. It ends in multiple lava seals. About 200 feet downslope from the entrance is 
another sink with a pleasant 300-foot cavernous segment of the system which, as indicated 
above,	 is believed to connect to the next cave down-tube. 

Continue west on state highway 141 for 1.1 mile. 
I .1 

_	 Cave Creek road (N61) forks left (south); take left fork onto this road and drive just less than 
1/2 mi Ie. Park. 

0.4 
_	 The uppermost trench of the Cave Creek Cave system (#10) is about 130 yards east (left), with 

the entrance of the main cavernous section of the system at the upper (southern) end of the 
trench. The cave passes under the Cave Creek road seemingly in the general direction of Jug 
Cave (see Trip #4) but appears to parallel it rather than being a continuation thereof. This system 
includes 660 feet of caves, 2,555 feet of trench and about 200 feet of natural bridges. It parallels 
the upper end of the Red Cave system and Jug Cave (see below), lying between these; the 
Madison's Fence system (see below) may be a continuation of the Cave Creek system. Most of 
the system is unitary but several short confluents, effluents and a parallel passage are present. 
The major cavernous segments of the system are at the ends; the lower end is best reached 
from the Lava Bridge or Hollenbeck Road (see below). The spacious cave at the upper end is 

0.2	 about 1500 feet long; it ends with a lava seal and contains interesting flow features. A blocked 
re-entrant passage is present just inside the entrance. In the next half-mile of the system there 
are several short natural bridges and another about 200 feet long but the remainder is trench; at 
one point a short effluent trench leads to a small cave. In another, the trench widens much more 
than do most in this area; vulcanologists will want to hike its full length. Beyond is a sequence 
of cavernous segments 226, 730, 276, 167 and 156 feet long, the latter alongside Hollenbeck 
Road and separated from the rest by a dirt fill. Plecotus sp. are commonly seen in this area. 
In several areas along the right hand wall, srnal l paratubal spaces are evident. As mentioned, 
however, these lower caves are best approached from Hollenbeck road (see below). 

Continue south on Cave Creek road (1\:61) from parking for upper Cave Creek system. 0.2 miles 
to crossroads. 

_	 Crossing of Hollenbeck Road or Lava Bridge road. Caution: do not turn right; this is the return 
route of another one-way loop trip. Turn left onto poor dirt road, and drive I 1/4 mile. 

1.3 
_	 The small clearing Ion left is the parking area for the lower end of the Cave Creek system; the 

most convenient entrance is 30 feet behind the small end of a large log on the left side of the 
road. The caves are much larger up-tube (See above). Continue downhill on Hollenbeck road. 

0.02 
_ Sink on left is the lowest part of the Cave Creek system. 
0.12 

_	 Sink on left is either the uppermost portion of the Madison's Fence system or a portion of its 
connection with the system just described. At the upper end of this sink is a small grotto which 
is blocked by a tumulus. The hill above may represent the end of a flow unit fed by the Cave 
Creek system. From the lower end of this sink, almost under the road, Beerbottle Cave (#11) 
extends about 400 feeteast,partially interrupted by three sinks. This is a very small cave in 
comparison with its neighbors and much breakdown is present. Nevertheless, its flow features 
differ enough from most seen in the area that it is worth a visit. The last small sink in the chain 
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here is the uppermost entrance of Madison's Fence Cave (#15); it is extremely tight and is 
normally used as an exit, not an entrance. The connecting passage is notable for prominent 
lateral coatings which give the appearance of vertical bedding and for a rounded deformation of 
the upper part of the passage which suddenly reduces the cei I ing height by about hal f. This 
appears to correlate with the lava seal at the upper end of the "upper level" partially superposed 
above this corridor; the upper level is best visited from the other end of Madison's Fence Cave 
(see below) but the two are connected by a dangerous vertical pitch in loose breakdown about 
800 feet	 from Beerbottle Cave. 

0.5 
Continue down the main route for about 1/2 mile to sharp Y-junction. 

_	 Y-junction at Butter Cave (#12). To avoid congestion, please park well uphill from this junction. 
The trench is Butter Cave, immediately ahead, on the south (right hand) edge of the road. 

NOTE:	 Congestion will be extreme at this point. Your assistance in 
minimizing this will be most helpful. 

The main entrance to Butter Cave is almost beneath the right shoulder of the road; immediately 
to the left of its entrance is that of Butter Cave annex, a very short confluent remnant of a 
braid which also passes under the road and is easily penetrated to a small, inconspicuous sink 
on the left. Butter Cave itsel f is about 350 feet long. It is the lowest cavernous segment of the 
Red Cave system (which appears to end a few hundred feet down-trench). Because of extensive 
breakdown, little except dairying artifacts is of interest here. Occasionally some minor ice 
speleothems persist until August; the cave is dramatic in winter. Because of the lack of other 
landmarks in the brushy forest nearby, passing through Butter Cave is recommended en route to 
Stairwell Cave and the Cowbones Caves. 

The next cave in the main trench, about 250 feet up-flow from Butter Cave, is S Cave. It is 
about 150 feet long. Beyond are two short lengths of trench and an unnamed cave about 100 feet 
long, then the entrance to Stairwell Cave (#13). This is a complex cave with about 1350 feet of 
passages and small chambers, containing numerous unusual features; upper levels here are not 
superposed. Please refer to the map for details. 

The Cowbones Caves (#14) are an effluent portion of the Stairwell section of the Red Cave sys
tem, from which they are separated by a lava seal. The uppermost entrance of this subsystem 
is located about 100 yards NE of the entrance of Stairwell Cave; a hundred foot length of lava 
tube extends backward toward Stairwell Cave. A Sinuous, shallow trench with three minor nat
ural bridges extends down-flow to a larger sink with two effluent passages on its lower side; a 
lava seal about 150 feet down the left-hand passage prevents re-entrance. The right-hand branch 
is occluded by breakdown after about 200 feet, at a point which approximately corresponds to the 
beginning of a shallow sink about 50 feet long, beyond which is the final 112-foot segment of the 
subsystem. Despite extensive breakdown, well-developed flow features are present. A very 
faint logging road just north of the lowermost cave of this subsystem leads back to the Butter 
Cave trench, about 200 yards southwest. 

To get to Madison's Fence Cave and Jennings Cave, turn sharply right - on foot - at the Butter 
Cave Y junction and proceed 0.3 mile southwest on a poorer road to Madison's Fence Cave. 

The cavernous section at the lower end is about 350 feet long and extends almost to the large sink 
(possible lava pond) at the upper end of Jennings Cave (see below). The passage up-tube from 
the sink is about 500 feet long; because of difficult breakdown just inside, it is easier to hike to 
the next entrance, 160 yards WNW, and enter there. That entrance is at the east end of a trench 
about 150 feet long; beyond is a 750-foot cave with an interesting artifact: a crude ladder descend
ing from a skylight entrance high overhead. After 125 feet of interrupted trench is a hundred-foot 
segment of cave containing the dangerous pit leading to the lower level extension that continues to 
Beerbottle Cave; the "upper level" terminates after another 50-foot trench and a 125-foot length of 
cave blocked by a lava seal. 
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Cave-baggers will find several small caves along and south of the road extending past the Madi

son's Fence sink. 

Continuing on foot, follow brushy road east from Madison's Fence Cave and walk east about 150 
yards. Jennings Cave (#16) is about 200 feet to the right (south). The broad sink at the entrance 
is of particular interest; it may be a lava pond instead of a collapse feature. Note the small 
blocked confluent on the north wall. The cave is about 375 feet long, ending in a lava seal. The 
final 100 feet is virtually free of breakdown and contains interesting speleothems. This is the 
lowest part of the Madison I s Fence System. 

Return to car at Butter Cave and proceed straight ahead (north) about 3/4 mi Ie to a cross road. 
Turn left 0.1 mile to a paved road, state hwy.141, west of Trout Lake. 

Trip #4 - Lava Bridge or Upper Cave Creek Loop, KI ickitat County (Caves #17-19 on self-guided 
tours map) 

This loop includes the upper segment of the dirt road followed on Trip #3 just described. The two can read
ily be combined into a single trip but it should be noted that this portion of the Lava Bridge or Hollenbeck 
Road is rougher than the other. However it is not so dusty in dry weather. Please note that it should only 
be attempted in a downhill direction (west to east) as indicated, because of the one-way traffic pattern 
during the convention. This dirt road also follows the trail of Captain George McClellan in 1852. 

-

5.5 
_ 

V-junction of Trout Lake Texaco station. Take state highway 141 west through Trout Lake past the 
sawmill junction, the Red Cave system junction, and the Cave Creek road junction for a total of 
5.5 miles. 

Junction area at KI ickitat-Skamania County I ine. This point is also the entrance of the Gifford 
Pinchot National Forest, and the end of state highway 141 which here becomes Forest Service 
road 123. 

Park in clearing on north side of road before county line is reached. 

The Wildcat or Bobcat system (#17) is about 1/4 mile north of state 141 here; the westermost sink 
is about 150 feet west of the county I ine (edge of clearcut area). The westernmost Wi Idcat Cave 
extends west about 200 feet to a point within about 50 feet of the lava seal at the lower end of New 
Cave (see below); downslope is a series of shallow trenches and caves 200 and 700 feet long, 
trending in the general direction of Lava Bridge. This area has not been studied in detail. 

0.65 
-

Turn south (left from state 141) on poor dirt road just east of county I ine and drive a few dozen 
yards to the Lava Bridge road which here roughly parallels state 141. 

Junction with Lava Bridge road (fair dirt road). Turn left (east) onto this road and drive 0.6 mile. 

0.1 
-

V-junction; the left fork leads back to state 141 and can be used as an emergency exit route. To 
continue on the tour, take the right fork and continue 0.1 mile. 

Road crosses Lava Bridge (#18); note trench extending in both directions. Park well off the road. 

Lava Bridge is near the midpoint of a 1000-foot length of lava trench; small but interesting caves 
are present at the upper and lower ends, 275 and 365 feet long, respectively. The upper cave is an 
effluent passage running parallel to the trench; the lower passage is a direct continuation of the 
trench. Flow features are better developed in the latter, and concentric lava stalactites are present. 

0.4 

- The Jug Caves (#19) are about 80 feet south (right) of the road at the east (lower) end of a conflu
ent trench containing a photogenic natural bridge. The western cave is about a thousand feet long, 
the eastern one sl ightly shorter. Between them is a short trench; there are two skyl ights near the 
lower end of the western cave. In the eastern cave are two large breakdown chambers where some 
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Figure 18. Lava trench in Wildcat Cave. 
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unexplored leads may exist; this is also true at its complex lower end where the system appears 
to end in a double level lava seal. In places the passage cross-section is unusually large. One 
additional short upper level and an even shorter side passage are present. Lava balls are present 
in the upper level. When Found in November 1967 the only indication of previous visitation was a 
pottery jug (empty) in the upper entrance. 

The relation of these caves to nearby systems is unclear. Up-Flow From the main entrance is the 
conFluent or dendritic trench mentioned; it becomes increasingly shallow and Finally imperceptible 
in the general direction of the lower end of the lower cave of the Lava Bridge complex. Down-tube 
the caves appear to parallel the upper end of the Cave Creek Road system and may be related to 
the small superFicial caves about 1/2 mile south of Madison's Fence Cave mentioned above. 

0.4 
-	 Junction of Cave Creek road (N61); the parking area For the upper end of the Cave Creek road 

system is 0.2 mile leFt (north). (See Trip #3). Turn leFt to return to state highway 141, or continue 
straight ahead for the lower part of the Cave Creek loop (See Trip #3). 

Trip #5	 - Main Loop Trip, Skamania County (Caves #20-33 on self-guided tours map) 

The main loop trip below includes most of the caves in the Skamania County portion of the Mt.Adams 
cave area. These are large and varied, and are so extensive that few are I ikely to complete them in a 
single day. The driving is particularly pleasant and easy, and most will want to make several trips in 
this area. 

- Trout Lake Texaco station at V-junction. Proceed west on state highway 141 past sawmill junction, 
Red Cave junction and Cave Creek road junction. 

5.5 
- Boundary junction described in Tour #4. At this point (the county line and national Forest boundary) 

state highway 141 changes its designation to Forest Service #123. Proceed 0.4 mile west on what 
is now #123. 

0.4 
- East Peterson road (N603) leads north (right). The main entrance of New Cave (#20) is about 50 

Feet east of N603 about 0.1 mile north of #123, just beFore reaching a poor logging road leading 
east (right). 

Most conventioneers wi II want to visit at least the eastern section of the New Cave subsystem. 
With about 6,000 Feet of passage, this is one of the major cave groups of the area, yet is only a 
part of a larger system including the Peterson Prairie subsystem (see below), the Wildcat caves, 
and perhaps the Lava Bridge-Jug system. The 2725-Foot lower end of New Cave is only about 50 
feet From the upper end of Wildcat Cave (see above). This section is largely Free of breakdown 
and notable lava Features are readily visited; a single short length of crawlway is the only barrier. 
Note especially the ceiling grooves and coarse boxwork-like ceiling patterns. Up-tube From the 
main entrance, an IIOO-Foot section of the cave is less visited because of extensive breakdown; 
prominent lateral ledges are present near the upper end. Beyond is a series of three short collapse 
sinks and natural bridges, then another cavernous segment 2140 Feet long which is rarely visited 
because of its obscurity in the deep Forest. 

From the East Peterson road continue 1/2 mile west on #123. Ice Cave Picnic Area road leads 
- south (Iert ) to the lower two entrances of Ice Cave (#21), 1/4 mile. The road is narrow but a loop 

turnaround makes it possible For convention-goers to use this road with care. 

Ice Cave is the most historic of the Mt.Adams caves, and the most visited. Until recently, a 
pleasant campground existed here; now only day use is permitted. Besides the 320-foot Ice Cave 
itselF, three shorter caverns are easily visited up-trench. They are small but have well-developed 

0.5 
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flow features. One is a very short re-entrant. By August, comparatively little ice usually remains 
in the glaciere although the snow pile beneath the main entrance may not have melted completely. 

0.2 
Return to #123 and proceed west 0.2 mile. 

- Peterson Ridge road leads north (right). After a few hundred feet, Peterson Prairies system (#23) 
is reached by proceedingnorthO.S mile from #123, crossing Dry Creek, thence west 0.4 mile on a 
poor logging road to a fork. In an isthmus of trees between two clearcut areas, about 100 yards to 
the south, is a braided but largely collapsed system with only one long cavernous segment, 1336 
feet lonq Totat length of the trenches, sinks and caves is about 7,000 feet. It is rarely visiteds 

and additional lengths of cave may well be present. Return and continue west on #123. 
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0.6 
_	 Mann Butte tie road on left; cars completing the loop will return at this point. Continue west on 

#123 about 3/4 mile. 

0.7 
_ Peterson junction, a point of potential confusion. #123 appears to continue straight ahead but does 

not; the road straight ahead is numbered N60; it is a shortcut which bypasses the northern part of 
this loop trip, leading to N604 after 1.6 mile. Two small caves, Spearpoint Cave and Grouch Cave, 
are located along N60 BUT THIS IS NOT THE MAIN ROUTE. 

Grouch Cave (#25) is about 75 yards east of N60, 1.1 mile west of this junction; just off the old 
road here. Its entrance is a crawlway about 2 feet wide under a large rock; inside are three crawl
ways leading up-tube a maximum of 1000 feet. Spearpoint Cave (#24) is a 568-foot complex of 
less arduous crawlways, primarily of interest because of the artifact found here; traces of Indian 
entry are surprisingly scarce in Washington State lava tube caves. It is a few feet west of N60, 
.1.3 mile from Peterson junction, and extends under the road. 

The main loop trip turns north at Peterson junction, following #123 north. 
1.4 

Continue north on #123 for 1.4 mile. 

_ Dry Creek Cave (#26) is entered through a shallow sink on the left (west) of the road. Note also 
100-foot Dry Creek Annex in a shallow sink a few dozen yards southwest; it sometimes serves as 
a bear den and is a separated portion of the Dry Creek complex. Dry Creek Cave itself is a fasci
nating complex of tubes and chambers with beautiful flow features, commonly visited even 
though many of the passages are a little low for the comfort of the average adult. About 2,000 
feet of passages are present. While most of the cave has the appearance of a typically braided 
complex, the lower end of the cave (which passes beneath #123) has quite different characterist
ics and may represent a terminal distributory complex. 

0.05 
_	 Proceed north on #1230.05 mile. At this point a poor logging road leads northwest (uphill) into 

a clearcut patch. At this point, an even poorer logging road leads right, up a hillside. The Upper 
Conepickers Caves (#27) are in a surface tube just left of this road, about 100 yards up the hill 
side. They are reputed to be so small that no one is certain of their exact length. The main Cone
pickers Cave (#27b) is about 50 feet inside the clearcut area, about 2/3 of the way along its 
southern boundary. About 5 feet high at the entrance, it becomes lower and lower over its 100
foot length and is primari Iy noted for a lava tongue and for the unusual phenocrystall ine lava in 
which it is located. A crawlway in breakdown continues at the other end of the 30-foot entrance 
sink. 

3.4
 
Continue north on #123 3.4 miles to a major junction.
 

- Junction with N604, the Willard-Randle road. Park here for Slime Cave (#28). Note: #123 con
tinues north to the Huckleberry Fields but no caves are known north of Slime Cave. A quick, 
easy return to Trout Lake is possible here by turning right (east) onto N604 and proceding 3.8 
mile to N88 (Trout Creek road), thence downhill (right) to the Sawmill junction on the western 
outskirts of Trout Lake. 

Slime Cave is reached by walking 0.2 mile farther north on #123, thence east (right) through the 
southernmost (or first encountered) of two roadside gates. Its entrance is about 50 yards from 
#123, in the second sink along a fair logging road. It is a unitary lava tube about 775 feet long 
with a series of well-defined steep descents, and an intrusive lava tongue at its lower end. 
Siliceous microgours are locally prominent. Masses of "lava tube slime" are as much as an 
inch thick. 

At this junction the main loop trip leaves #123. Turn left (west) onto N604, thence south a 
distance of 5.8 miles. 

5.8 
_	 Lava Cave road leads west (right); this is the road to Dynamited Cave and no others. Unless 

you are a specially appointed member of an official team, please do not use this road except 
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during schedule Dynamited Cave trips due to congestion problems. 
0.5 
- N60 enters from left (east); a quick return to Trout Lake is possible here. Spearpoint Cave is 

0.3 mile east of this junction (see above). 
0.2 

Continue 0.2 miles south on what is now combined N604 and N60. 

N60 leaves N604, heading west to Lost Creek Ditch, Goose Lake and points west as mentioned- below. N604 continues as the main loop route, but a side trip here leads to the Lost Creek Ditch 
Caves (#30), known individually as SI ide and Firecracker caves, by proceding west on N60 1/2 
mile to Lost Creek Ditch. Park and hike southeast (down-ditch) for about 300 yards. Keep to 
the left (uphi II) side of the ditch and in eyeshot of it. A large trench is easi Iy seen ahead and 
to the left. Firecracker Cave extends south from this large trench for about 350 feet, mostly in 

0.6	 breakdown. Firecracker is a relatively dangerous cave, having considerable unstable breakdown. 
The trench is about 250 feet long and 100 feet wide; about 125 feet west of its north end is a cir 
cular sink about 100 feet wide. SI ide Cave is entered through an inconspicuous hole on its north
west side. About 250 feet long, it consists mostly of an impressive breakdown chamber about 
40 feet high but slopes down to a lava seal at the rear. The relation of these caves to nearby 

Dynamited cave and Big Cave is unclear. Continue south on N604 for 0.6 mile and park. 

Big Cave trench is about 100 yards west (right). The entrance of Big Cave (#31) is at the upper - (north) end of this unusually large trench. Nielsen's Cave is a small cavity in breakdown on the 
far wall of the trench near its far end. The region downslope from this trench has not been 
adequately searched. Big Cave is a very spacious unitary 2700 foot cavern of comparatively 
I ittle interest except for its unusual width which is nearly 100 feet near the entrance. Breakdown 

0.4 is almost omnipresent. A moderate biota is present. It is not al igned with nearby Dynamited 
and Lost Creek Ditch caves, its northern portion passing beneath N604. 

Continue south on N604 for 0.4 mile to a junction. 

- N509 leads east (left); turn left onto this road. About one mile east of this junction and about 
1/2 mile north of N509 are several trenches and sinks which have not been fully investigated. 
No caves are known in this area at the present time, but the potential of discovery appears high. 

1.4 
_ Junction. N509C (Mann Butte Tie Road) on north (left). Turn left onto this road and proceed 

0.7 mile. 
0.7
 
_ Logging road on right (east).
 

The lower end of the Big Trench cave system (#32) is about 100 yards west (left). Tooth Cave 
(Longview Cave) (#32A) is entered through a very tight corkscrew descent at the base of a pres
sure ridge about 1/4 mile south of the lower end of the Big Trench. With two re-entrant sections 
and two small effluent passages, it appears to be a separated portion of the upper level of the 
Big Trench cave system but the relationship has not been verified by surface traverse. The cave 
trends from west to east, and is occ Iuded at both ends by Iava seal a , About 1200 feet of passage 

(34tis present. The lava seal at the east end of the cave appears to be a subsequent intrusion 

The lower end of the Big Trench system is about 100 yards west (left) of N509C at this point; a 
logging road which branches left 0.1 mile farther north gives access to the upper end of the Big 
Trench system but the lower end is more spectacular. This is the remnant of a complex super
posed group of tubes originally at least 4000 feet long; a single re-entrant is also present. Six 
caves and a natural bridge remain; their total length is less than 1000 feet. The upper level cave 
remnant at the lower end of the trench has especially pretty flow features, but the chief interest 
of the system is the varying depth of the trench, where segmental collapse of different numbers 
of superposed tubes is readi Iy seen. The first cavers here saw a cougar emerge from one of the 
cavernous segments. 

Ice Rink Cave (#33) is an eastern continuation of the Big Trench System. The entrance 
can be found by turning east onto a side road about 200 feet north of the Big Trench System. 
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The prominent entrance is located 1/4 mile from the main road. 

Upon entering the cave a steep breakdown slope leads downward to a room which commonly 
has an ice floor, even in August. The cave is about 700 feet long with breakdown throughout 
its entire length. Near the breakdown plug at the cave's end successive laminations of 
lava are exposed on the walls and ceiling. 

West of Ice R ink, in the same large sink, is another entrance. This unnamed cave has two 
entrances and is several hundred feet long. The cave commonly contains an ice floor in the 
spring but the ice seldom persists into summer. 

Continue north on N509C, completing the loop at its intersection with #123 7.3 miles west of 
Trout Lake Texaco station. 
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Figure 19. Linings exposed by breakdown in Falls Creek Cave. 
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Trip #6 - Falls Creek - Curly Creek Cave Area (Caves #34-35 on self-guided tours map) 

This is a longer trip to a separate lava tube area on the western slopes of the Cascade Mountains be
tween Mount Adams and Mount St.Helens. Although other routes are probably faster, the bulk of this 
route can also be used en route to the Mount St.Helens cave area. 

_� Trout Lake Texaco station at V-junction. Proceed west on state highway 141 to its end, then 
continue west on #123 to Peterson Prairies Forest Camp. 

8.3 
-� Peterson Prairies Forest Camp. Proceed west (straight ahead) on what becomes N60 at this 

point, 1.6 mile. 
1.6 

_� Junction with N604, the Willard-Randle road. Turn left onto N604 at this junction and proceed 
south 0.2 miles on the combined roads. 

0.2 
_ N60 leaves N604. Turn right (west) and continue west on N60. 

This is a region of varied interests and features. The Big Lava Beds begin about 3 miles west 
of the Willard-Randle road (N604) and extend south about ten miles. The flows here are only a 
few hundred years old at most. The area is poorly scouted; no significant cave is known in The 
Big Lava Beds but the presence of trenches and other coil apse features suggests their presence. 

10.2� The Cascade and Oregon Grottos have proposed the establ ishment of a Lava Beds Geological 
Area here (35) • Goose Lake, site of a pleasant campground, was formed when these flows dam
medacreek; note the dead trees still standing erect in the lake. 4 miles west of Goose Lake, a 
colorful cinder deposit is exposed in a road cut. Just beyond, the road crosses the Cascade 
Crest trail at the south end of the Indian Heaven area, a magnificent region of terraced heather 
and grassy meadows, with innumerable ponds speckled amid subalpine forest - truty a back
packer I s wonder Iand. 

_� Junction with N605. Turn right (north) and drive 2.0 miles to another junction. 

2.0� 
_ N516 forks left; fork left onto this road and drive 0.8 mile to still another junction.� 
0.8 
_� N516 on left (west). Just north of this road, about one mi Ie west of N642, is a large collapse 

trench with at least one cavernous segment (Datus Perry Cave). The area is inadequately known 
and the potential for discovery of additional caves appears high. 

I .1� 
Continue north on N642 for 1.1 miles.� 

_� Falls Creek Cave road on right (east) (sign says "Lava Cave"); turn right and drive .2 mile to 
parking area for Falls Creek Cave. Cave entrance is in second sink in series of three, but is 
most conveniently entered through the first sink. Falls Creek Cave is large, impressive and . 
challenging. Moderately complex both horizontally and vertically, it has about 6000 feet of pas
sages. At the lower end of the main corridor is a puzzling superposed complex. Some parts of 
the cave are rough and tiring but its spaciousness and the profusion of speleogenetic features 
render it worth a prolonged visit. 

This is the end of Trip #6. A variety of return routes is possible from the junction of roads N642 
and N605. N605 and its southern continuation down Panther Creek and Wind River to the Colum
bia River is the fastest route back to White Salmon. Continuing north on N605 10 miles to N73, 
thence northeast to The Huckleberry Fields leads to road #123 near Twin Buttes in a superlatively 
scenic section of the Cascade Crest. Thence #123 or N819-N88 may be followed southeast to 
Trout Lake; the latter is faster but #123 more scenic. A different loop may be made by proceding 
north on N605 to N73, thence turning left instead of right. N73 is the main Wind River road, and 
easier travelling but a longer route back to White Salmon. The northern part of this loop is em
ployed to proceed to the Mount St.Helens cave area, with the opportunity of bagging another cave 
en route. 
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Figure 20. Stream passage in Falls Creek Cave. 
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After turning left onto N73, proceed south 3.7 miles, thence west on N714. At a point 0.7 miles 
west of N73, a good logging road forks right (east) from N714 into a large clear cut. 1225-foot 
Curly Creek Cave is just into the trees on the east side of the center of this clear cut. While 
spacious, most of it is in breakdown and few flow features can be seen. The adjoining area has 
not been adequately scouted for additional caves. N714 continues west to N90, the Lewis River 
road, past the Lewis River Ranger Station and along the north side of the Swift Reservoir to the 
Mount St .Helens Cave area but in descending to N90, some nasty switchbacks are encountered. 
Drivers unskilled in mountain roads should not attempt this route. The hardy will find it a rough 
road with alternating scenic vistas and hideous clearcut patches that recently were virgin forest. 

Trip #7 - Trout Lake Creek road, Klickitat and Skamania Counties (Caves #36-38 on self-guided 

tours map) 

The only important cave on this route is Dead Horse Creek Cave (see special guided trips). The road is 
also important as a link in other routes, being an alternative return route from the main loop at the Slime 
Cave parking area, and an important alternate route to the Mount St. Helens cave area and to Randle and 

points north. 

_ Y-junction at Trout Lake Texaco station. Proceed west through Trout Lake community, 1.7 mile 

to sawmill junction. 
1.7 

_ Road NB8 (Trout Creek road) on north (right); turn right onto N88 and proceed north. 

3.8 
- Pass by N8S on right; remain on N88 and continue north. 
2.3 

- Road N78 on left (west); remain on N88 and continue north. 
0.7 

Unnumbered logging road forks left, up hillside. 

Dead Horse Creek Cave (#36) is in Y formed by this road and N88. Because of special studies 
in progress, please do not enter cave except during special guided trip. 

1.3 
Continue north on N88. 

-� Small pit in right gutter of road, bel ieved bl lnd , 
0.2 

_� Small caves in roadcut just ahead have not been forced. 

N730 on left; Smoky Creek road. Park and walk back parallel to N88 about 100 feet up-slope 
from it, to the lowest sink of the Smoky Creek cave system. Dot's Cave (#37) extends beneath 
N88. The area has not been completely checked, but the system is believed to consist only of 
several sinks parallel ing N730 up-slope for several hundred feet. A small cave known as 
Gopher Hole (#38) is located about 100 yards to the right of N730 about 1/4 mile up-slope from 
N88 and may be part of the same system. 

0.1 
_� Little Goose Creek bridge. Along the south (right-hand) side of the gorge about 100 yards down

stream are some truncated remnants of lava tubes : entry is by rappelling. They are best seen 
from N8B along the north side of the gorge. 

This is the end of trip 7; the normal route to return is down N88. N88 continues north to N604 
(2 miles) which leads west to the main loop trip (see below) near Slime Cave, thence north 
to other roads permitting a series of spectacular loop trips (see below). 

------------------~----
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ALTERNATE ROUTES 

from 

White Salmon to the Mount St. Helens Cave Area 

I. Columbia Gorge - Portland - Lewis River route. 

While "the long way around", this is an extremely fast, scenic route providing a particularly wide var
iety of vistas - the Columbia River Gorge and its world-famous waterfalls, Bonneville Dam, the 
northwest face of Mt.Hood, Portland and the Willamette River, the Vancouver prairies with simultan
eous views of three major glaciated volcanoes, and the Lewis River reservoirs. The route is as follows: 

A. Cross the Columbia River to Hood River, Oregon and take Interstate 80N west to Portland; ignore 
misleading signs saying "To Seattle" on the eastern outskirts of Portland and continue to the junction 
of Interstate 5. 

B. Interstate 5 north to Woodland. 

C. At Woodland, take state highway 503 and its continuation east along the Lewis River to Cougar and 
past Cougar 5.7 miles to the Swift Dam overlook, where there is a large parking area. This is the 
starting point for the Mount St.Helens area trips. 

2. Wind River - Curly Creek - Swift Creek Reservoir route. 

This is a shorter route, using the Curly Creek Road (N714) and Lewis River road (N90) already men
tioned. From White Salmon, proceed west along the north side of the Columbia River on state highway 
14 to Carson, thence north on the Wind River road (which becomes N73) to its junction with the Curly 
Creek road (N714), thence as in Trip #6. N73 is paved and much faster than N605, but in less scenic 
country. 

3. Trout Lake - Big Lava Beds - Goose Lake - Falls Creek - Curly Creek - Swift Reservoir route. 

This has been listed under Trip #6. 

4. Huckleberry Fields - Cascade Crest - Curly Creek - Swift Reservoir route. 

This is a slower but superlatively scenic route passing north of Indian Heaven. The classical route is 
via road #123 north from Peterson junction west of Trout Lake, but this can be shortened by using N88 
(Trout Creek road) north from the sawmi II junction to N604, thence west to #123 and northward to the 
Surprise Lakes area at the Cascade Crest, a region affording magnificent views east to Mt.Adams and 
west to Mount St.Helens. N73 intersects #123 just north of Surprise Lakes and this road is followed 
scuthweat (left) to the Curly Creek road, thence as above. The current status of a southerly bypass 
for the part of N73 in the Surprise Lakes area is unclear at the moment of writing. 

SELF-GUIDED TOURS IN THE MOUNT ST.HELENS AREA 

Because of the dense brush and forest of much of the Mount St.Helens Cave area, guides are needed 
for more of its caves than in the Mt.Adams cave area. As indicated above, a special guided trip is 
planned for two caves here. The following self-guided tour is feasible: 

Swift Dam overlook, 5.7 miles east of Cougar on the Lewis River Road. -
Proceed north on N90 (Lewis River road) 1.0 mile to a Y-junction. 

- N83 forks left (north). Fork left onto N83 and proceed north. 

1.00 
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0.25 

0.2 

Junctton: very poor road cuts in sharply From the south (Ieft ) , A side trip is possible here by 
turning sharply leFt and proceding south 1/2 mile, thence west one mile along the north rim of 
the Lewis River canyon on an increasingly poor road (beware of bottomless mud even in Aug
ust) to the east side of the cave basalt Flows. About 100 yards onto the Flows, a recently 
Flagged trail leads north about 3/4 mile to Ole's Cave, a Fine, mile-long cave described in 
Caves of WaShington(7). Continuing southwest on this road (normally on Foot) to the power

I ine clearing, Powerl ine Cave is about 1/2 mi Ie Farther west J about 50 feet east of power I ine 
tower #8/2. While small, with only about 200 feet of passages, it is of interest not only for 
its colony of bats, but for its unusual lower end where a surFace tube was never roofed. 

1.5 
The main route continues north on N83. 

_ Junction: N816 on left (west). Turn left onto N816. 

0.2 
- Lava Cast Picnic Area on leFt (south). Lake Cave is about 1/4 mile southwest; along the 

trail,are outstanding vertical and horizontal tree casts, some still have bark imprints. Lake 

Cave is about 3775 feet long. Its main corridor has been severely vandalized by thoughtless and 
uninformed visitors but ribbon stalactites remain in extratubal spaces near the lower end. By 
crawl ing in a confluent stream passage, the roots of a large tree turned to charcoal can be seen. 
The sequence of Flows at the upper end of the cave is worth a few minutes' study. Photographers 
will appreciate the Red Passage just inside the entrance. Contrary to postulates of some theories 
of conservation, this passage still appears virgin as of this writing even though visited by in
numerable persons since its location was shown in Caves of Washington (7). 

0.9 
Continue northwest on N816. 

_� Ape Cave on right of road, developed parking area on left. This is the most famous and most 
visited of the Mount St.Helens caves, and the longest lava tube in the United States. It is es
sentially a unitary tube about 11,150 feet long with two short upper levels (one of them the site 
of the main entrance 4000 feet from the lower end of the cave) and one short confluent passage 
near the upper end of the cave, with outstanding thin, high lateral ridges. Cave-diggers are en
couraged to help extend its length by digging in an accumulation of pumice in the crawlway at 
its lower end. 

The lower 4000-foot section of the cave is by far the most visited. Its notable features include 
"The Meatball" and other wedged lava balls, a smooth-floored upper level, and a lava diaphragm 
with "bubble rings" at the lower end. Features of the upper section include the confluent passage, 
some extratubal spaces, and a moderate amount of breakdown. 

_� Hopeless Cave is about 50 feet north (right) just aFter curve begins. Hopeless Cave is a very 

small segment of shallow tube, worth a short visit because of excellently developed flow 
Features. It is probably an upper level tributary of Ape Cave. 

The Cascade and Oregon Grottos of the National Speleological Society have formally proposed 
establ ishment of a Lava Caves Geological Area to include the major part of the Mount St. Helens 
cave area and an adjacent bufFer zone(36) • This is also part of the proposed Mount St. Helens 
National Monument. Those wishing to spend more time in the area may camp at the Kalama 
Springs Campground, a Few miles northwest of Ape Cave via N83. A logging road now leads 
around the east side of the mountain to Spirit Lake but access is currently I imited and local 
inquiry should be made at the Lewis River Ranger Station at the east end of Swift Reservoir. 
Otherwise a long detour via Interstate 5 is necessary to reach this scenic area. 

SKAMANIA SKYLINE ROUTE TO MOUNT RAINIER AND SEATTLE 

Interstate 80N and 5 connect Hood River and Seattle so that it is possible to drive From the convention 
to the Space Needle in less than four hours - legally. Mount Rainier National Park is not conveniently 
reached from Interstate 5, however. The network of Forest Service roads north of Trout Lake and west 
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Figure 21. Lava Ball in Ape Cave. 
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of Mt.Adams leading to Randle and points north provide a variety of routes. Some of these have been 
partially listed already, as the scenic but slow routes to Mount St.Helens cave area. Because of con
tinuing road construction and relocation, current inFormation will be posted at the Convention. At the 
north end of the region, From the upper reaches of the lewis River to Randle, Road #123 is the preFerred 
route. A short detour at this point to Takhlakh lake - a photographer's paradise - is strongly recom
mended. South of this point, N84 leading north From the Trout lake Texaco station is the shortest 
route and leads along the western boundary of the Mount Adams Wilderness Area. 

POSTCONVENTION GlAC IOSPElEOlOG ICAl TR IP 

IF snow conditions permit, the post-convention trip will be to the Paradise Ice Caves of Mount 
Rainier. This will begin at 9:00 AM Sunday, August 20, at the Paradise Ranger Station near the 
Paradise Visitor Center. The 31/2 mile hike to the cave system will involve considerable snow hiking 
but no glacier travel. The ascent is about 1500 Feet. The Na tional Park Service publ ishes an inexpen
sive trail guide For this hike and a separate booklet describes the glacier cave system so no additional 
detai Is are included here. Persons arriving aFter 9: 00 are welcome to Follow the trai I I ike any other 
visitor but cannot be treated as members of the special NSS group because of problems arising From 
the large number of visitors who arrive later in the day. Participants should plan For several hours' 
stay at 32 0 , possibly in wet clothing. The hike to the cave system may be in blistering sunshine or 
in a downpour - or both alternately. Even a Few inches of Fresh snow may Fall. Boots and sunglasses 
or snow goggles are strongly recommended. 

Figure 22. Paradise Ice Caves. 
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In the event that the Paradise Ice Cave entrances cannot be opened because of heavy snow pack, the 
Big Four Ice Caves on the Mountain Loop Highway of Snohomish County, Washington will probably be 
visited instead. The best route to these is north on highway 405 (passing just east of Seattle), thence 

east to Granite Falls on state highway 92 and eastward to Verlot and Silverton. At a point about three 
miles east of Silverton, a side road Forks right, into a campground of the site of the Former Big Four 
Resort which burned down some years ago. From the east (Far) end of this clearing, a good trail 
leads south about one mile to the cavernous glacier at the bottom of the steep north face of Big Four 
Mountain. 

BIG FOUR GLACIER CAVES� 
BIG FOUR GLACIER� 
SNOHOMISH CO. WASH.� 
SKETCH MAP BY� 
CHARLES H. ANDERSON JR.,� 
JAN ROBERTS� 
DEC.1971� , 
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HIKING AND BACKPACKING 

The Pacific Northwest is the backpacker's summer paradise. Marvelous hikes of all lengths 
are innumerable; the Mountaineers alone have publ ished several books describing the most del ightful. 
Convention participants can readily enjoy exceptional examples before, during and after the formal 
activities. For the mountain-lover, the Cascade Crest Trail and the proposed Big Lava Beds Geolog
ical Area (see Tour #6) are readily accessible during the convention. The Thomas Lake Trail is an 
easy route into the heart of the Indian Heaven area. It leads east from N605 a few miles north of the 
Falls Creek Cave turnoff (see Tour #6). Those with more time may wish to try part or all of the scenic 
loop trails around Mt.Hood and MLRainier. The wilderness hiker may prefer one of the trans-Olympic 
trails, the famous Glacier Peak Wilderness Area trails beginning at Holden or Trinity, passing Miners 
Ridge and Image Lake and terminating at the Seattle River roadhead. Less known but even more spec
tacular are wilderness trails in the new North Cascade National Park, Thunder Creek and Cascade Pass, 
for example, and truly remote Whatcom Pass in the heart of the spectacular Pickett Ranges. A post
convention cave hunter's backpack trip in British Columbia's Helm Glacier country may be possible; 
detai Is will be announced as known. 

Beach hikers will seek the world-famous Olympic beaches or the lesser-populated wilderness beach 
trails of Vancouver Island. Tide tables for the Olympic beaches will be posed at Convention head
quarters; careful tide planning will avoid annoying scrambling over bushy deadlands and permit linger
ing where desired amid the tide pools. 

A short, easy beach hike is possible at Iron Springs, north of Hoquiam. The most common long hike 
is from Rialto Beach (across the river from LaPush) to the Ozette Indian Reservation or vice-versa; 
a particularly nice littoral tunnel is easily visited here about 2 miles north of Rialto Beach. 

Camping is no longer permitted at Rialto Beach because of population pressures; parking is permitted. 
Beside the beach route which requires cl imbing only a few headlands, there is a high tide route in the 
forest. Several shelters are present. Canteens should be carried; there are many small, safe water 
sources but rivers which cross inhabited areas upstream should be considered unsafe. Waterproofs and 
woolen clothing are needed to counter chill fog which is encountered daily even in the finest summer 
weather. Hikers should note that the Quinalt Indians have recently closed their beaches to Caucasians for 
sel f protection. An alternative to the Rialto Beach-Ozette hike is that at beautiful Shi Shi Beach south 
of Neah Bay, unfortunately currently marred by a wrecked ship. 

HAVE A WONDERFUL TIME I 

And (needless to say) please remember to treat "our" caves I ike you would "yours". 
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ALPHABETICAL INDEX OF CAVES 

Page 

Beerbott Ie Gave•••••••••••••••••• 41,42� 
Big Cave ••••••••••••••••••••••••53,55� 
Big Four Glacier Caves ••••••••••• 71� 
Big Trench Caves •••••••••••••••• 53,56� 
Bobcat (Wildcat) Cave ••••••••••• 44-46� 
Bone Cave••••••••••••••••••••••• 34 , 35� 
Butter Cave. • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •• 39,42� 
Cave Creek Cave System ••••••••• 40,41� 

Cheese Cave •••••••••••••••••••• 35-37� 
Community Park (Outhouse) Cave ••35� 
Conepickers Cave •••••••••••••••• 50� 
Cougar Den Cave •••••••••••••••••56� 
Cowbones Cave ••••••••••••••••••39,42� 
Cur Iy Creek Cave •••••••••••••••• 62,63� 
Datus Perry Cave •••••••••••••••• 59� 
Dead Horse Cave •••••••••••••••••27,28� 

Ditch (Lost Creek Ditch) Caves •••• 55� 
Dollar-and-a-Dime Cave ••••••••••29� 
Dot's Cave ••••••••••••••••••••••62,63� 
Dry Creek Cave •••••••••••••••••• 23,50,51� 
Dry Creek Annex Cave •••••••••••• 50� 
Dynamited Cave ••••••••••••••••• 23-26� 
Falls Creek Cave •••••••••••••••••58-61� 
Firecracker Cave ••••••••••••••••• 53, 55� 

Gopher Ho Ie ••••••••••••••••••••• 62,63 
Grouch Cave••••••••••••••••••••• 50� 
(Guier) Ice Cave •••••••••••••••••47,48 
Hopeless Cave •••••••••••••••••••65 
Ice Cave •••••••••••••••••••••••• 47,48 
Ice R ink Cave ••••••••••••••••••• 53,54 
Jennings Cave ••••••••••••••••••• 42-44� 
Jug Cave ••••••••••••••••••••••••44 

Page 

Lake Cave •••••••••••••••••••••••23,65,66� 
Lava Bridge Cave •••••••••••••••• 44� 
Madison's Fence System ••••••••• 42-44� 
Massey's Barn Cave ••••••••••••• 35� 
Meat Cave •••••••••••••••••••••• 36� 
New Cave ••••••••••••••••••••••• 47,48� 
Nielsen's Cave •••••••••••••••••• 53� 
Officer's Cave •••••••••••••••••• 10� 

Ole's Cave •••••••••••••••••••••• 18,23,65,66� 
Outhouse Cave ••••••••••••••••••• 35� 
Papoose Cave ••••••••••••••••••• 7-9� 
Paradise Ice Cave•••••••••••••••• 69,70� 
Peanut Butter (Tumulus) Cave •••••35� 
Peterson Prairie System •••••••••• 49� 
P lank Cave ••••••••••••••••••••• 38� 
Poacher I s Cave •••••••••••••••••• 18,38,39� 

Potato Cave ••••••••••••••••••••• 35� 
Powerl ine Cave •••••••••••••••••• 65� 
Prickly Floor Cave ••••••••••••••• 35� 
Prince Albert Cave ••••••••••••••• 29-31� 
Red Cave System ••••••••••••••• 38,39,41,42� 
S Cave ••••••••••••••••••••••••• 38,42� 
Sawmill Site Cave ••••••••••••••• 38,41� 
S I ide Cave •••••••••••••••••••••• 53, 55� 

Slime Cave ••••••••••••••••••••• 50,52� 
Spearpoint Cave ••••••••••••••••• 50,51� 
Stairwell Cave •••••••••••••••••••38,39,42� 
Tooth Cave ••••••••••••••••••••••53,57� 
Tumulus Cave ••••••••••••••••••• 35� 
Upper Cowbones Cave •••••••••••• 38� 
Wildcat (Bobcat) Cave ••••••••••• 44-46� 
812 Cave •••••••••••••••••••••••• 38� 
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